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SUMMARY
Time-delayed feedback introduces various dynamical behaviors when coupled with a
solid-state photonic structure. The study of these behaviors is a crucial step towards devel-
opment of novel applications involving measurement and manipulation of various type of
solid-state photonic systems. The purpose of this work is to investigate time-delayed feed-
back in two different types of solid-state structures, the semiconductor lasers diode and
single photon emitter. We report our results on two projects: first, we investigate the effect
of time-delayed feedback with a semiconductor laser since such a system represents an
excellent test bed for the study of nonlinear delay-coupled systems. Here, the feedback is
achieved by reflecting the laser’s output back into the laser using an external mirror. Under
these circumstances, the dynamical behaviors can be described with the Lang-Kobayashi
model (LK model) consisting of equations of motion for the optical field, the optical phase,
and the carrier density in the active region of the laser. We performed an experiment si-
multaneously extracting all three dynamical variables in order to obtain a tomographic
picture of the dynamics. Secondly, we proposed to explore the time-delayed feedback of
a single photon emitter. The effect of time-delayed feedback on a single photon emitter in
few-photon limit is considered. Specifically, we focus on the theoretical study of quantum
coherent feedback of a single photon emitter that consisted of single quantum dot embed-
ded in a micropillar cavity. Recent theoretical works by us and others have shown highly
nontrivial quantum dynamics induced by the external cavity. In this work, we perform a
stability analysis of a quantum system in the one-excitation subspace. We also extend the
study to the two-excitation subspace to consider the linearity in the excitation number. The
aim is to understand the stabilization effect in a coherent quantum feedback system and the





With the invention of the semiconductor laser and the advancement of fabrication tech-
niques of various photonic structures, we have gained a powerful ability to control and
manipulate the optical properties of solid-state photonic devices. The unique character-
istics of photonic devices attract much attention, especially for their application in data
transmission, communication systems, and signal processing. In this regard, numerous
studies have focused on controlling the optical properties of photonic devices in order to
meet the demands of achieving optimal signals for these applications.
A fundamental discipline, control theory, has been developed to describe the con-
trolling of a system automatically and continuously. In a dynamical system, it usually
provides an effective method necessary to design and reach the desired state.A dynami-
cal system, such as integrated optical devices can be benefit from implementing control
theory, where the parameters are optimized for a designated condition. A dynamical sys-
tem, classical or quantum, of such can be described in the form of autonomous vector
field f [y(t), λ1, λ2, . . .] that does not depend explicitly on time, where y(t) is the dynam-
ical variable and λs are the parameters. Control systems are often based on the principle
of feedback (subjected to a finite delayed time), where the output state the reference state
are compared in order to correct the initial input state of the system [1, 2]. In a well-
designed circumstances, stabilization can be achieved through implementation of various
types of time-delayed feedback control schemes [3, 4, 5]. The general concept of time-
delayed feedback control starting with the original work by Pyragas [3]. The feedback
control schemes focus on control of chaos and stabilization of unstable periodic orbits of
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Figure 1.1: Depiction of various feedback loop systems. In (a), the classical feedback loop
with a classical system with controller, C, the feedback mechanism, F, with delayed-time,
τ ; in (b), the output of a quantum system is measured and the classical information is
used to affect the quantum evolution; in (c), the output system is coherently manipulated
(typically with an unitary operation), and then fed back into the quantum system through
coherent coupling.
an oscillator as shown in Fig. 1.1. The time-delayed term arises in the equation of mo-
tion of the form −η[y(t − τL)] shown in Fig. 1.1 (a), where the feedback strength η, and
the delay time τL being the control parameters. With the additional feedback term in the
Equations of Motions (EOMs), one can drive the system to the desired state. The extension
of the Pyragas scheme are the extended time-delayed feedback, where the delay of multi-
ple delayed time can be implemented in the EOMs, which was invented by Socolar et al.
[5]. The rthymic control typically achieved through adding a time dependent feedback ac-
counting for a proportionalintegralderivative controller which requires additional circuitry
[4].
On the other hand, stabilization effect is not the only outcome for implementing
a time-delayed feedback in a nonlinear optical system, it might leads to an unpredictable
and chaotic behavior depending on the system conditions. The origin of these complex
behaviors come from the nonlinear dependence for the dynamical variables in the optical
system. In the classical regime, one example of the nonlinearity emerges from the non-
2
linear interaction between the electric field and the carriers density in a laser diode. For
a one-dimensional time-continuous dynamical system, solutions are monotonic and thus
if bounded, they must converge to equilibrium points. In high dimensional autonomous
systems, equilibria (fixed points) or limit cycles by the Poincar-Bendixson therorem. In
more than 2 D, other things can happen and in particular chaos. So except for bounded 1D
continuous time systems, there is no guarantee that equilibria exist [6].
In this study, we specifically focus on the effects of time-delayed feedback which
continuously adds self-controlling feedback. In the classical limit, these effects includes
both stabilization and destabilization of the dynamical variables. One particular applica-
tion utilizing both effects are optoelectronic oscillators (OEOs), we demonstrate the per-
formance of the prototype OEOs devices. The second focus of this study focuses on the
time-delayed feedback on a single photon emitter. We derive a semiclassical model for
single photon emitting devices subjected to a coherent feedback for few-excitations state
employing the input-output formalism. This model extends the previous model into few-
photon cases and hence increases the complexity by engaging photon-photon interaction
and time-delayed feedback. The detailed description for introduction of these topics are
discussed in the following sections.
1.2 Optical Feedback in a Semiconductor Laser
With the invention of the semiconductor laser and the advancement of fabrication tech-
niques of various photonic structures, we have gained a powerful ability to control and ma-
nipulate the optical properties of solid-state photonic devices. The unique characteristics
of photonic devices attract much attention, especially for their application in data trans-
mission, communication systems, and signal processing. Numerous studies have focused
on controlling the optical properties of photonic devices in order to meet the demands of
achieving optimal signals for these applications. In the case with semiconductor lasers with
feedback, the high speed and high dynamical dimensionality has attracted broad interest for
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various applications, ranging from radar [7], ultra-fast random bit generation [8, 9], and op-
toelectronic oscillators [10, 11], to name a few. Moreover, the intrinsic nonlinear dynamics
of ECSLs have attracted attention to implement a number of information-processing func-
tionalities in the physical layer, including chaotic encrypted data communications [12, 13,
14], compressive sensing [15], and reservoir computing [16, 17].
In the first part, the feedback is achieved by coupling an output laser with an external
mirror and controlling the time-delayed optical field back into the active region of the laser
diode. For semiconductor lasers, the extreme sensitivity when subjected to time-delayed
feedback has been considered a nuisance for a long time [18]. However, in view of the
rich dynamical behaviors as well as the technological importance of these devices, the
various complex dynamics have been widely investigated [18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. For the
realization of the aforementioned studies, an external cavity semiconductor laser (ECSL) is
often built to exploit the rich dynamics. From a more general perspective, ECSLs provide
time-delayed feedback systems in which a number of key parameters can be controlled,
and combining this with their relative ease of implementation on the tabletop or within
photonics integrated circuits, these systems serve as excellent test-beds for the bifurcation
analysis for high-dimensional nonlinear systems [23, 24]. The dynamics of ECSLs are
commonly described by the Lang-Kobayashi (LK) model [25].
The dynamical behaviors of ECSLs are typically analyzed by the Lang-Kobayashi
(LK) model [25, 26]. The LK model provides a coupled delay-differential-equation de-
scription of the system variables, viz. E, n, and φ. The complex electric field is related
to the phase with E(t) = E0(t) exp[j(ω0t+ φ(t))]. The implementation of delay time is
incorporated in the LK model in the equations of motion of electric field E(t) as well as
























sin(ω0τL + ∆(t)), (2)
dN(t)
dt
= J − N(t)
τs
−G(N,E20) |E0|2(t). (3)
where, G(N,E20) = GN(N − N0)(1 − εΓE20) is the differential gain with GN being the
modal gain coefficient, Nth being the carrier density at transparency, ε being the nonlinear
gain compression coefficient and Γ being the confinement factor. τp is the photon lifetime.
κ is the effective feedback rate. τin is the diode cavity round-trip time. ∆(t) = φ(t)−φ(t−
τL) is the phase delay during the external cavity round-trip time τL. The α is the linewidth
enhancement factor. Nsol is the threshold carrier density for the solitary laser. Also, τs is
the carrier lifetime and J is the pumping term. By adjusting various control parameters
(feedback strength η, external-cavity length L=c/(2τ) with τ the feedback time, injection
current J), various dynamical regimes can be accessed [27, 28, 29, 30].
With the experimental ECSL setup and the well defined LK model, we can study
the stability of the stationary solutions and their stability dependence on the parameters.
Bifurcation analysis is very useful in understanding the dynamical systems. The first step
in the analysis is to locate the stationary solutions of Eqn. (1) and (2). Numerically, these
solutions at given feedback strength are distributed on an elliptical structure on the plane of
∆φ = φ(t)− φ(t− τL)-vs.-N where φ(t) is the time-dependent phase of the electric field
shown in Fig. 1.2. The solutions residing on the upper part of the ellipse belong to destruc-
tive interference condition and are often denoted as antimodes and saddle nodes [31]. The
solutions on the lower part of ellipse correspond to constructive interference between the
emitting the light and feedback light inside the laser cavity; these are considered external
cavity modes (ECMs) with their attractors’ nature. Two specific equilibrium solutions are
worthy of comment: the minimum linewidth mode (MLM) and the maximum gain mode
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(MGM). The MGM is the ECM with the lowest frequency (high-gain end of the ellipse),
and is typically stable [19]. The MLM is the ECM most proximate in frequency to the
solitary laser mode.
Figure 1.2: Ellipse structure of fixed points in the phase-difference-vs.- N plane for =0.007
and =1 ns. Circles represent ECMs; crosses represent antimodes. [32]
After locating the stationary solutions for the LK model in phase space, we proceed
to investigate the stability dependence in the vicinity of ECMs that is determined by the
eigenvalues of the Jacobian. If all the eigenvalue is equal to zero, the bifurcation is a steady
state bifurcation, but if all eigenvalues is non-zero but purely imaginary, this is a Hopf
bifurcation. In many dynamical systems, the bifurcation analysis [33] deal with asymptotic
properties of solutions and the trajectories. The quest for analyze a dynamical system deal
with the question: will a nearby orbit indefinitely stay close to a given orbit? If this is the
case, the orbit is called stable; Or will it converge to the given orbit? In the latter case, it is
called asymptotically stable and the given orbit is said to be attracting.
In the general time-dependent case, a trajectory in the space shown in Fig. 1.2 is
traced out parametrically in time, indicating the detailed evolution of all dynamical vari-
ables of the system. The time-dependent intensity and other variables can be extracted from
the phase-space trajectory and used to construct a theoretical bifurcation diagram (BD)
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which in turn can be compared with the experimental BD. Thus the connection between
dynamical regime as manifested in the BD and the detailed dynamics can be made. A BD
can be drawn by changing one of the parameters, λs. A complete understanding of BD is
of fundamental importance on analyzing ECM stability which results in distinct dynamical
behaviors. Here, we particularly focus our discussion on the feedback strength, η. Among
the parameters given in the LK model, the feedback strength provides fine adjustment and
direct control for drawing a BD as a function of feedback strength. Various investigations
focus on the essential role of feedback strength to plot theoretical BDs [31, 34]. Despite
years of interest, the experimental BDs with continuously tuned parameters for the optical
intensity have only been obtained recently [35, 36, 37, 27] largely confirming prediction of
the LK model. Thus far, the experimental studies have only focused on the optical intensity,
i.e., the electric field strength except for a recent publication [38]. The carrier information
N(t) is expected to exhibit a similar complexity due to their coexistence in phase space
with similar dimensionalities.
The LK model allows one to explore dynamical trends as various parameters are
tuned; most studies focus on η [36, 39, 40, 41] and visualize these trends by means of
bifurcation diagrams (BD). Recently, we demonstrated experimental BDs for the optical
intensity I(t) as η is varied [32, 42, 27]. Both theoretical and experimental BDs provide
global perspectives on the evolution of the dynamical regimes as the chosen parameter is
varied; in particular, one can test predictions of the sequence of bifurcations based on the
LK model. Most studies to date, however, only focus on I(t)∝E2(t). To more thoroughly
map the dynamics in phase space, it is necessary to probe additional dynamical degrees of
freedom. Changes in n(t) in the gain region can be obtained from the LD terminal voltage
V (t) at fixed J [43, 44, 45]. We recently reported such measurement, while varying the
control parameter η, in Refs. [10, 11]. This allowed us to plot BDs based on V (t). These
investigations provide another component of a global perspective of the route to chaos in
ECSLs. In Ref. [11], a largest-Lyapunov-exponent analysis was applied to both I(t) and
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V (t), this confirms the theoretical prediction of comparable dynamical complexity to that
provided by I(t) and verifies that the additional information from voltage measurement,
V (t). In order to interpret the information contained in this additional degree of freedom,
it is essential to focus on its dynamics compared to the better-known dynamics in I(t).
While their relationship has been studied theoretically [46, 23, 19, 38] in various dynamical
regimes, to date experimental verification, outside of LFF, is absent.
The complex dynamics experienced by a nonlinear system for given initial condi-
tions correspond to a trajectory in phase space that spans all the system’s dynamical vari-
ables. Visualizing the phase-space dynamics both provides a heuristic tool as well as opens
a quantitative window onto the dynamics that may otherwise be difficult to apprehend.
One can verify the complexity of both dynamical variables, I(t) and V (t). This projection
is spanned by the optical intensityI ∝ |E|2 (with E the slowly-varying amplitude of the
optical field), the optical phase φ, and the inversion n in the gain medium.
One such theory is predicted based on delay-embedding theory, which provides a
reconstructed attractor [47, 48, 49]. The validity, however, of a specific delay embedding in
various dynamical regimes is not obvious and must be checked. Based on delay-embedding
theory, that the phase portrait in |E| and n migh be reconstructed by plotting |E(t)| versus
|E(t − τ)| parametrically in time. Refs. [48] and [47] investigate the requirements for
accessing this information by reconstructing from the signal and delayed signal in other
deterministic time-delayed systems. Theoretically, the reconstructed phase portraits and
the experimental phase portraits may share some (invariant) properties; however, they are
limited to the vicinity of an attractor along with other mathematical conditions discussed
in Ref. [49]. Note, however, it is not a foregone conclusion that such reconstructed phase
portraits are necessarily correct, even proximate to an attractor. Clearly, the ability to obtain
experimental phase portraits takes precedence over any reconstructed phase portraits. Our
work opens the way for such a detailed comparison, though the aim of the present work is
to introduce the technique rather than to provide such a comparison.
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ECSLs are also recognized as being simple and inexpensive sources of high dimen-
sional chaos [50], and are of interest for applications such as chaos radar [51] and ultrahigh
rate random-bit generation [8, 52, 9]. But to realize the full potential of such applications,
a detailed knowledge of the complex dynamics of ECSLs is required [46], and despite 50
years of study, there are basic issues that remain to be elucidated. In Ref. [38], phase plots
of the optical intensity, phase, and laser voltage were obtained but only for the complex
chaotic regime of low-frequency fluctuations. We also focus on phase portraits revealing
accross various dynamical regimes, i.e., from the first instabilities that lead the ECSL into
a chaotic regime.
Many dynamical behaviors of the laser with time-delayed feedback have been ex-
plored since then and a number of potential applications have been investigated. These
range from secured optical communication [53, 12, 14], optoelectronic oscillators (OEOs)
[54, 55, 56, 57, 10], high-speed random number generator [18, 8], to reservoir computing
[58]. With the ability to extract carrier information directly, many applications of ECSL
can be simplified by obtaining the electrical voltage signals V (t) from the laser diode injec-
tion terminals under constant-current injection and eliminate the need for optics to electric
conversion. Particularly, the OEOs generate high-quality-factor (Q) microwave waveforms
by taking advantage of the broad bandwidth and low attenuation of the optical system. The
preceding transition from optical extraction to electrical extraction is demonstrated with a
periodic OEO and chaotic OEO in the X-band frequency range in our recent publication
[10].
The time-delayed feedback effect on a semiconductor laser will be shown with our
recent experimental setup of a distributed feedback (DFB) laser for an external cavity semi-
conductor laser (ECSL) in section 2.1. Two theories, namely, the delay-embedding and the
Pyragas feedback, are discussed with the experiemental result in section 2.2. The dynamics
of the electric field and carrier in the LK model are compared with experimental parame-
ters, the intensity and voltage of the laser diode in section 2.3; a fundamental application
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exploiting the carrier information of an ECSL are the generation of periodic and chaotic
waveforms in the microwave range for an optoelectronic oscillator [10] in section 2.4.
1.3 Quantum Coherent Feedback for a single photon emitter
The success of the theoretical model and the experimental confirmation lead to the devel-
opment of integrated photonic circuit technologies that focus on fabrication and integration
of the solid-state device [59]. Recently, with the advancement of manufacturing techniques
in solid-state devices such as microcavities and nanolasers, researchers are readily moving
to the new field of quantum network, quantum information engaging data processing with
few-photon solid-state devices. In a such scenario, a feedback control scheme focusing
on stabilizing the quantum system is also desirable for these applications. However, sin-
gle/few photon emitter such as the quantum dot-microcavity system with feedback exhibits
a different behavior from the classical LK model despite the similarity in the setup. In the
quantum limit, the conventional LK model breaks down in the few photon quantum limit
describing the nonlinearity aspect on quantum optics.
With the recent advance in the fabrication nanophotonic structures, we have gained
the ability to control and manipulate the optical properties on the single-photon level [60,
61, 62]. One of the techniques central to such control is the ability to access the strong-
coupling regime of cavity quantum electrodynamics (cQED). In solid-state structures, re-
cent developments included coupling quantum emitters such as quantum dots (QDs), to
photonic crystals [63, 64, 65] and micropillar cavities [66, 67]. These devices provide
unidirectional photons that are of interest, for example, to improve quantum communica-
tions over long distances [68]. In addition, the ability to control and coherently manipulate
photons coupled to the internal state of the QD is of great importance due to potential
applications in quantum memory and quantum information processing [69].
Controlling a quantum system presents a non-trivial problem [70, 71]. Two feed-
back control schemes have been widely used in quantum optics, viz. the measurement-
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Figure 1.3: (a) Dependence of the dispersion of perturbation on delay time and (b) the x-y
phase portraits of the Rossler system in the post-transient regime for some values of the
delay time. K = 0.2. [3]
based feedback and coherent feedback loops [72, 73], shown in Fig. 1.4 (a) and (b). The
measurement-based feedback loop monitors the quantum system, and the outcome of the
measurement is used as classical information to manipulate the operations in Fig. 1.4 (a).
A measurement-based feedback loop has been implement with cavity QED system with
trapped atoms [74]. However, given that measurement process will unavoidably collapse
the wavefunction, a measurement-based feedback is not ideal for target state being super-
position. On the other hand, in coherent quantum feedback loops, the system interacts
coherently with an ancillary subsystem in both the extraction and manipulation processes.
For coherent feedback such as Pyragas type feedback, both processes utilize information
stored in the reservoir from the external cavity (EC) shown in Fig. 1.4 (b).
For coherent feedback such as Pyragas type feedback, both processes utilize infor-
mation stored in the reservoir from the external cavity shown in Fig. 1.4 (c). The effects
of Pyragas-type feedback is shown in Fig. 1.3, the dependence of the dispersion of the
distributed orbits on the delay time, τ is plotted compare to the intrinsic orbit periodicity.
The advantages for Pyragas control are the following: the feasibility of applying very fast
autonomous feedback control, noninvasive feedback when the delay time approaches the
period of the oscillator [3, 75, 76], preserving the coherent state without any measurement
of the feedback signal that results in collapsing the state [77], and wide applicability that



















Figure 1.4: Depiction of various feedback loop systems. In (a), the output of a quantum
system is measured and the classical information is used to affect the quantum evolution;
in (b), the output system is coherently manipulated (typically with an unitary operation),
and then fed back into the quantum system through coherent coupling.
has been widely discussed in quantum optics [78, 74] and experimental implementation
through coupled waveguides [79, 80, 81] with different types of qubit setup. The addition
of delayed-feedback is shown to generate excessive number of solutions, whereas these
solutions often display an oscillatory stability [82, 83]. The existence of the excessive so-
lutions is often seen in many nonlinear systems, but not in quantum system due to the linear
nature of quantum mechanics. [84]
Turning to quantum systems with coherent feedback, one might expect nonlinear be-
havior in the number of photons. The nonlinearity involving of states with a small number
of photons has been observed experimentally [85, 86]. These effects cannot be described
with a classical electromagnetic field, i.e., the scaling of the behavior with photon number
cannot be accounted for by the corresponding optical intensity. Hence, a fully quantum
mechanical treatment of such time-delayed systems, including the electromagnetic field, is
essential to understand the dynamics of single-photon emitters with coherent time-delayed
feedback. Recent theoretical studies have focused on quantum coherent feedback in vari-
ous systems, such as ensembles of atoms [87, 88, 89], a single atom in a cavity [90], one-
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dimension waveguides [91, 92], and photonic crystals [93, 94, 95]. These works provide
a promising route to rapid convergence of states [96], enhancing entangled photon-pair
generation from biexcitons [97], and to drive continuous exchanges for pure states [93].
Among these studies, stability in coherent feedback systems has only been investigated
by Grimsmo [90] based on linear delayed differential equations. There has been recent
interest in stationary states in chiral quantum optics with atomic mirror [98] and V-level
atoms [99]. The evolution of the quantum states in these investigations is described by
means of a time-varying Hamiltonian. These works are focused on specific features of the
quantum system and not on the stability of the target state, which from the standpoint of
experimental realization or practical application is of key importance.
To implement coherent quantum feedback in quantum optics, one typical setup is
a half cavity with a mirror, similar to time-delayed feedback setup used in external cavity
semiconductor laser (ECSL) system. The dynamics of an ECSL have been intensively by
the Lang-Kobayashi (LK) model [25]. The nonlinear behavior of states involving a small
number of photons has been observed experimentally [85, 86]. Hence, a fully quantum
mechanical treatment of such time-delayed systems, as opposed to the classical LK model,
is essential to understand the dynamics of single-photon emitters with time-delayed feed-
back. Recent theoretical studies have focused on the quantum coherent feedback in many
quantum systems, such as ensembles of atoms [87, 88, 89], a single atom in a cavity [90],
one-dimension waveguides [91, 92], and photonic crystals [93, 94, 95]. These works pro-
vide a promising route to rapid convergence of states [96], enhancing entangled photon pair
from biexciton state [97], and drive continuous exchanges for pure states [93].
In view of the relative lack of understanding of how coherent feedback can provide
stability in quantum systems, in this letter, we consider a quantum system composed of a
single-photon emitter in the form of a QD within a microcavity (MC) formed by a micropil-
lar with coherent quantum feedback provided by a distant mirror. The quantum feedback,
therefore, is achieved via the EC, similar to previous studies [93, 94].
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In this study, We derive a sets of EOMs for the quantum amplitudes associated with
the natural basis describing the QD excitation, the MC photon, and the EC modes. We
focus on the one- and two-excitation subspaces. For the one-excitation state, we find the
stationary-state solutions. Next, we address the stability of these states. In the vicinity of
the stationary state, we derive the Jacobian of the state amplitudes. We then perform a sta-
bility analysis by analyzing the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix as a function of coupling
strength and the damping rate. We determined the stability by the dynamical analysis by
numerically perturbing the stationary state which agrees with the results obtained directly
from the Jacobian of the state amplitudes. The effects of time delay are also studied for
various. Subsequently, we find a stationary two-excitation state.
The coherent quantum feedback configuration offers several possible interesting ex-
periments involving photon statistics and entanglement. The optical instability of single
photon emitter with coherent quantum feedback will be investigated with bifurcation anal-
ysis and our simulation model. Our future work will specifically focus on theoretical study
of the nonlinearity effects, such as optical bistability and quantum chaos in few photon
regime. With this theoretical study, future studies of quantum phenomena or nonlinear
dynamics in optical bistability are made possible.
The coherent quantum feedback effect on a single photon emitter is shown in chapter
3. The setup for a single photon emitter with semi-classical description model is discussed
in section 3.1, the simulation results and the application of coherent feedback and potential
control scheme are shown in section 3.2. We perform the stability analysis for a single
excitation in section 3.3 and the optical nonlinearity feature for different photon number is
demonstrated in section 3.4.
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CHAPTER 2
EXTERNAL CAVITY SEMICONDUCTOR LASER (ECSL)
In this chapter, I will discuss the realization of time-delayed feedback in two types of
solid-state devices, semiconductor laser and single photon emitter. In Section. 2.1, an
external cavity semiconductor laser (ECSL) system is built to provide time-delayed optical
feedback with an external mirror. We discuss the verification of two theoretical models,
the reconstruct of attractors by delay-embedding and orbit stabilization by Pyragas type
feedback in Section 2.2. A detailed discussion of the parameters, intensity and carrier
number are extracted simultaneously. The nonlinear dynamics of both bifurcation diagrams
and the phase portraits in their projected parameter space is provided in Section. 2.3. A
fundamental application for the carrier information from an ECSL is demonstrated with
a multi-purpose optoelectronic oscillator (OEO). With the direct extraction of the V (t)
signal, we demonstrate a multi-GHz OEO generating periodic oscillation as well as high
dimensional chaos [10]. The detailed characterization of our OEO is shown in Section. 2.4.
2.1 Experimental Setup
A schematic of our ECSL setup is shown in Fig. 2.11. For our experiments, we employ a
single longitudinal-mode edge-emitting InGaAsP distributed feedback (DFB) LD contain-
ing seven quantum wells in the active region [10]. The grating is designed and fabricated
to achieve a k product of 50 cm−1 and the length l of the LD cavity is 600 µm, achieving a
kl value of 3. The LD is that of Ref. [100]. The LD emits at 1550 nm with a free-running
threshold current Jth=29.8 mA. We simultaneously measure I(t) and V (t) where we syn-
chronize the two via cross-correlation of two signals as the optical path length is varied; the
























Figure 2.1: Experimental setup. OSC: oscilloscope, AMP: radio-frequency (RF) amplifier,
OSA: optical spectrum analyzer, BS: beam splitter, P: polarizer, QWP: quarter-wave plate.
During the experiment, the OSA continuously measures the optical spectrum for
each η. V (t) is measured across the LD injection terminals utilizing a radio-frequency (RF)
probe with 40-GHz bandwidth. The DC and AC components of V (t) =VDC + VAC(t) are
separated with a bias tee. The AC component, VAC(t), is amplified (AMP) with an 30-dB
amplifier with 30 GHz bandwidth in real-time. In addition, the AC components IAC(t) [of
I(t) = IDC + IAC(t)] and VAC(t) are simultaneously recorded on a real-time oscilloscope
(OSC) with 12 GHz cut-off frequency. The AC signals are small compared with the DC
signals leading to the approximate proportionality of these signals to the dynamical relevant
degrees of freedom E(t) and n(t) [43].
To tune η, the relative angle between the polarizer (P) and quarter-wave plate (QWP)
in Fig. 1 is adjusted in 0.05◦ increments (η=1 corresponds to ∼15 % of the optical power
coupled back onto the collimating lens). This is done by reducing the overlap of the optical
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mode of the feedback field into the active region of the LD in order to extract a clear BD.
The synchronization of two extracted signals is obtained by measuring the time
differences in each measurement path, i.e., the distance in free space and the electrical
delay in the circuits. This results is compared to the autocorrelation function of two signal
to extract the absolute delay ∼ 6.775 nanosecond. Additionally, we considered the optimal
condition two signals are fully synchronized when the intensity signal leads the voltage
signal by π/2 [101] without feedback.
2.2 Delay-Embedding and Pyragas Feedback
We investigated the phase portraits by directly extracting two parameters, voltage vs.
intensity, of an ECSL and compared them with theoretical prediction of reconstructed phase
portraits based on optical intensity vs. delayed intensity. This comparison of experimental
phase portraits and reconstructed phase portraits reveals good qualitative agreement, thus
validating the dynamics extracted from the voltage measurements. Indeed, a delayed phase
space may share some invariant properties with the actual one (e.g. dimension of attractor,
Lyapunov exponents); however, we have no a priori reason to expect the details should be
identical. Moreover, as our results rely on two degrees of freedom, they show promise to
more thoroughly test the LK model than can be provided by a single dynamical variable
[46, 102]. In the work presented here, we observe a QP route to chaos interrupted by two
types of LCs, viz. a SH regime and a coexisting PD before entering the edge of CC.
The theoretical phase portraits can be reconstructed using a fundamental theory,
namely, delay-embedding [49, 47, 48]. In the theoretical model, a phase portrait can be
plotted using the signal, in the case of ECSL, the intensity, and the delayed signal. The
phase portraits near a reconstructed attractor that shares some (invariant) properties with
the real attractor. However, the validity of the embedding approach is not obvious across
the various parameter ranges applying to our very real ECSL
The reconstructed phase portrait is only (possibly) valid near an attractor (i.e., the on-
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set of chaos and within a chaotic regime [47]). Moreover, the embedding theorems are only
valid under mathematical conditions that may be arduous to verify in a specific experimen-
tal system, On the other hand, these theorems are valid for purely deterministic systems
while a real ECSL is inevitably subject to noise (intrinsic in the form of spontaneous-
emission noise as well as extrinsic noise) that contributes directly to its dynamics Lastly,
the embedding theorems require that the number of additional delayed variables should be
larger than the number of ”real” system variables; thus a single delayed variable (the de-
layed electric-field strength or intensity) is not guaranteed to convey the same info as an
additional independent variable.
Thus, by providing both reconstructed and directly measured phase portraits, we
show the qualitative differences in the trajectories near the reconstructed and the real at-
tractors. The reconstructed phase portraits in this paper are based on the optical intensity
and delayed intensity. We observe that some of the characteristics of these trajectories
depend on the dynamical regimes of the ECSL.
Thus, it is unclear if such conditions obtain to an extent to which embedding pro-
vides an adequate description for our system with any system parameters. In the previous
section, we have shown such experimental phase portraits can be obtained over a large
range of parameters (here feedback strength η, though we have also results not presented
here for various values of external-cavity feedback time τ and injection current J . Obtain-
ing the experimental phase portraits over a range of feedback strengths, and corresponding
dynamical regimes, is in our view interesting in its own right.
On the other hand, Pyragas et. al., has investigate the stabilization effects of unstable
periodic orbits of a chaotic system. It can be achieved either by combined feedback with
the use of a specially designed external oscillator, or by delayed self-controlling feedback
without using of any external force. In section 2.4, we have demonstrated an order of mag-
nitude reduction in phase jitter for both stabilization techniques by applying the Pyragas-
type feedback in an optical system. The modulation leads to an increase in coherence, and
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therefore a reduction in jitter is observed. As we have discussed in the previous chapter,
this methods do not require an a priori analytical knowledge of the system dynamics and
are applicable to experiment. The delayed feedback control does not require any computer
analyses of the system and can be particularly convenient for an experimental application.
2.3 Bifurcation Diagram and Projected Phase Portrait
In this section, we present simultaneous measurements of the time series (TS) I(t) and
V (t) on the route to chaos, from continuous-wave (CW) to coherence collapse (CC). The
TSs, when plotted parametrically in time t in the I-V plane (V serving as a surrogate for
n) provide a phase portrait of the dynamics, i.e., the resulting plot is a projection in the φ
direction of the phase-space trajectory onto the I-V plane, where φ is the phase difference
between the input and output electric fields. While numerous theoretical studies of phase
portraits in ECSLs based on the LK model have been presented in the literature, e.g., [102,
46], to our knowledge, the experimental phase portraits presented here are the first pub-
lishedmapping out the route to chaos in an ECSL. Together with the global view provided
by the BDs [10, 36, 32, 42, 9], the phase portraits provide unprecedented detailed insight
into the phase-space dynamics in various regimes and open the way to more thorough test-
ing of theoretical predictions.
Before embarking on our more detailed discussion, it is helpful to orient ourselves
by means of simple examples. To start, consider an ECSL under CW operation, for which
I(t) and V (t) are constant. In this case, a parametric plot of I(t) and V (t) in t will be a
point in the I-V plane. Now consider relaxation oscillations (RO), a small-signals model
accounting for the dynamics of I(t) and n(t) given a small temporal perturbation shows that
I(t) and n(t) both exhibit damped sinusoidal oscillations near the LD RO frequency fRO
with n(t) lagging I(t) by π/2 [101]. In an ECSL, for certain ranges of η, these ROs may
become undamped and shifted in frequency [103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108]. Consequently,
a parametric plot of I(t) and V (t) in t, again the corresponding phase portrait, will be
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Table 2.1: Dynamical regimes and the ranges of η shown in Fig. 2.2(b).
Dynamical regime η Range
Continuous-wave (CW) [0, 0.07]
Quasi-periodic (QP) (0.07, 0.29]
Limit-cycle (LC) (0.29, 0.4]
Subharmonic (SH) (0.4, 0.52]
Period-doubled (PD) (0.52, 0.64]
Coherence-collapse (CC) (0.64, 0.9]
an ellipse with semi-major axis with negative slope in the I-V plane. Of course, in other
dynamical regimes, the phase portrait will reflect the more complex combined dynamics of
I(t) and V (t), as we see below.
As we increase η, E(t) and E(t − τ) interact within the nonlinear active region of
the LD, giving rise to the various types of dynamics discussed below. These dynamics
are manifested in both n(t) [measured through V (t)] and E(t) [measured through I(t)].
The TSs at the various values of η can be used to plot the BDs shown in this section. We
start with a global picture of the route to chaos presented in terms of BDs for I(t) and
V (t) as η is increased. In the subsections below, we consider phase portraits within various
dynamical regimes along the route to chaos.
Figure 2.2 shows the BD obtained from (a) V (t) and (b) I(t) as a function of η.
Each BD is obtained by plotting the density of local extrema of the corresponding TS as
a function of η. The density is high in white, intermediate in shades of orange, but low
in black. The value reflects the turning point of the trajectories (maxima and minima in
both V and I), and thus for a given η, regions showing small ranges of pronounced high-
and low-density contrast tend to represent dynamical regimes exhibiting repetitive (more
stable) trajectories. The region for η > 0.64 in Fig. 2.2(b), however, does not correspond
to a small number of maximum/minimum values of I(t), but to chaotic behavior. [Note
that the BD for V (t) in Fig. 2.2(a) shows less clear features due to additional noise and
filtering in the voltage measurement; nonetheless, as noted above we have confirmed that
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Figure 2.2: BDs illustrating the various dynamical regimes as η is varied: (a) for V (t)
and (b) for I(t). In (b), various dynamical regimes, listed in Table I, are labelled. (c) The
optical spectrum is taken simultaneously showing the active ECMs as η is varied; the zero
of the frequency scale corresponds to the LD free-running frequency (η= 0) for the value
of J used. All data are taken for J = 90 mA and L= 42 cm. Color scales provide relative
values of the density but are in arbitrary units.
V (t) contains dynamical complexity comparable to that of I(t) indicating that any filtering
of V (t) retains information on crucial information-theroretic timescales.] In Fig. 2.2(b) the
dynamical regime is labelled with the abbreviation of each regime [42]; see Table I for the
ranges of η and their correspondence to dynamical regime.
The system evolution can be interpreted as trajectories in phase space in the vicin-
ity of external-cavity modes (ECMs) that are the stable steady-state solutions of the LK
equations; the unstable solutions are known as antimodes [25]. Each ECM is associ-
ated with a different standing-wave solution in the external cavity, and thus the various
ECMs are separated in frequency approximately by the external-cavity free-spectral range
fτ = τ
−1 = c/(2L) = 0.36 GHz for L = 42 cm. We can track the ECMs that participate in
the dynamics for a given η from the optical spectrum as in Fig. 2.2(c). The bright features











































































































Figure 2.3: The dynamics in the CW regime with η = 0. (a) IAC(t) and VAC(t) and
(b) corresponding RF spectra. (c) The optical spectrum and phase portrait based on (d)
intensity vs. delayed intensity (e) and intensity vs. voltage.
ECM in the periodic regime (0.29≤ η≤ 0.4); it is the third ECM (i.e., ECM 3) above the
minimum-linewidth mode (MLM), labeled ECM 0, as shown in Fig. 2.2(c). The optical
spectrum in this regime shows, in addition, many active ECMs . 3. In the subsections
below, we explore the phase portraits as η increases taking the ECSL from CW to CC.
Continuous-wave and quasi-periodic
We begin with no feedback η=0 with the ECSL operating in CW. CW behavior persists
as η is increased up to 0.07 as can be seen in Fig. 2.2(b). (See also Table I.) Figure 2.3(a)
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Figure 2.4: The dynamics in the QP regime with η=0. (a) IAC(t) and VAC(t) and (b) cor-
responding RF spectra. (c) The optical spectrum and phase portrait based on (d) intensity
vs. delayed intensity (e) and intensity vs. voltage.
shows both I(t) and V (t) for η= 0; V (t) and I(t) are constant with superimposed noise.
The phase portraits, in Fig.2.3(d) and (e), consequently, are a dot that is broadened by noise.
Under these conditions, the ECSL operates purely on the the free-running LD frequency,
i.e., ECM 0, the minimum-linewidth mode (MLM) at wavelength 1550 nm. [We reference
all optical frequencies to the frequency fMLM of the MLM in the plots below. In other
words, the MLM frequency fMLM in the figures corresponds to the zero of the optical-
frequency scale.]
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Figure 2.5: The dynamics in the LC regime with (a1), (b1), (c1), (d1), (e1) η = 0.303,
(a2), (b2), (c2), (d2), (e2) η= 0.365, and (a3), (b3), (c3), (d3), (e3) η= 0.383. The phase
portraits based on intensity vs. delayed intensity (intensity vs. voltage) are shown in the
forth column (fifth column).
The Fourier transform of the TS is commonly referred to as the radio-frequency (RF)
spectrum to distinguish it from the optic spectrum, i.e., the Fourier transform of the optical
field. The RF spectra of I(t) and V (t) are shown in Fig. 2.3(b). Note that they are broad and
featureless, reflecting the near-constant state of I(t) and V (t) with broadband noise under
CW operation. Figure 2.3(c) shows the optical spectrum obtained at the same time as the
TSs. Note the single dominant peak at the MLM, ECM 0. We show the reconstructed and
the real phase portraits in Fig. 2.3 (d) and (e), respectively. The two phase portraits show
similar CW behavior; however, for Fig. 2.3(e), the phase portrait exhibits more anisotropy
in I(t) and V (t) due to the different noise sources that contribute directly to I(t) and V (t).
As η is increased above 0.07, but remaining less than 0.29, the dynamical behavior
undergoes a qualitative change, known as a Hopf bifurcation, to quasi-periodic (QP). QP
denotes dynamics having features that appear periodically, though strictly speaking, the
TS is not periodic, as seen in Fig. 2.4(a). The RF frequencies contributing to the TSs
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are concentrated above ∼8 GHz, shown in Fig. 2.4(b). Many active ECMs (∼ −10 to 4)
participate, as seen in Fig. 2.4(c).
The observed QP dynamics can be described as a periodic switching between CW
(constant) and limit-cycle (LC) (oscillatory) behaviors (a LC is a closed trajectory in phase
space); the LC-like behavior which originates from ROs, becomes more dominant as η in-
creases across this range with the intervals of CW-like behavior becoming relatively shorter.
We see the corresponding phase portraits in Fig. 2.4(d) and (e). There are central broadened
bright spots corresponding to the CW-like behavior and a ring-shaped feature correspond-
ing to the LC-like behavior in both phase portraits. Note, however, that the low-amplitude
portions of V (t) are less frequent than the time-averaged value of V (t) [see red curve in
Fig. 2.4(a)], resulting in the bright spot appearing on the edge of the ring in the phase
portrait involving I(t) and V (t). In addition, while both phase portraits show a semimajor
axis of negative slope, the absolute value of the slope in Fig. 2.4(e) is less than that in Fig.
2.4(d).
Multiple limit cycles
At η = 0.29, the ECSL undergoes a bifurcation into a LC regime [107]; at this point,
CW-like behavior no longer appears. Several LCs are observed for various η in this regime,
as seen in the region labelled LC in Fig. 2.2(b) where, apart from narrow ranges of η,
the BD exhibits two high-density features for a given η consistent with the approximately
sinusoidal behavior of the corresponding TSs as discussed below. Two such LCs are shown
in Fig. 2.5(a1) (TSs), (b1) (RF spectra), (c1) (optical spectrum), and (d1) (phase portrait)
and in Fig. 2.5(a3), (b3), (c3), and (d3). [Figure 2.5(a2), (b2), (c2), and (d2), however,
show the corresponding plots in a narrow QP region between the two distinct LCs, as
discussed shortly.] These closed trajectories correspond to RO-like oscillations that become
undamped in the ECSL [104] in the coupled dynamics of I(t) and V (t).
We begin with the LC behavior shown in Fig. 2.5(a1), (b1), (c1), and (d1) and
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in Fig. 2.5(a3), (b3), (c3), and (d3). The TSs in Fig. 2.5(a1) and (a3) show a strong
sinusoidal modulation near the RO frequency with a more slowly modulated envelope. The
corresponding RF spectra in Fig. 2.5(b1) for η=0.303 is fRO, while that in Fig. 2.5(b3) for
η=0.383 is fRO−fτ . The optical spectra Fig. 2.5(c1) and (c3) show a single dominant ECM
3 for these two LCs. Lastly, the phase portraits Fig. 2.5(d1) and (d3) exhibit an elliptical
structure with a slope indicating a π/2 phase, consistent with undamped ROs in the ECSL
[103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108].
Between these two LCs for a narrow range of η∼0.365 is a QP region shown in Fig.
2.5(a2), (b2), (c2), and (d2). Here, the TSs show a roughly periodic modulation between
the two LC-like behaviors as seen in Fig. 2.5(b2). The RF spectra, however, are quite
broad as the TSs involve quite abrupt modulation between the two LCs and involve the
participation of ECMs other than the most dominant ones. This is shown in Fig. 2.5(c2);
here, two optical frequencies close to fRO dominate, while a broad but significant pedestal
of other frequencies also plays a role. The phase portrait is shown in Fig. 2.5(d2). The
gross features can be reproduced by overlaying the phase portraits Fig. 2.5(d1) and (d3) of
the flanking LCs; however, one notes additional less-pronounced features as well that arise
in part from transients during switching between the two LC-like behaviors. Both types of
phase portraits in the LC regimes exhibit similar features the slopes of the major axes are
slightly steeper for the reconstructed ones. For the phase portraits between two periodic
windows, we observe small qualitative difference in the structure within the outer ellipse.
Subharmonic
As η is increased into the range 0.4-0.52, the ECSL is characterized by SH dynamics
[30, 28, 29]. By SH we mean that the TSs are dominated by two (or more) frequencies that
sum to fRO±mfτ with m an integer. In selected cases, we shall find it useful to plot phase
portraits obtained from relatively short-duration TSs to differentiate qualitatively different
behaviors that contribute to the SH dynamics at a given η. This will enable us to gain
26










































































































Figure 2.6: A 1 ns zoom-in on the dynamics in the SH regime with η=0.497. (a) shows the
IAC(t) and VAC(t) TSs and (b) the corresponding RF spectra and (c) the optical spectrum.
The phase portrait is shown in (d) with short-duration TSs [0.4 ns] and (e) phase portraits
based on delayed intensity and (f) voltage for long-duration [25 µs] TSs.
insight into what portions of the trajectory are associate with which RF frequencies.
Figure 2.6 shows (a) the TSs, (b) the RF spectra, (c) the optical spectra, and the phase
portrait (d) with short-duration TSs [0.4 ns] and the reconstructed phase portrait (e) and
intensity vs. voltage with long-duration [25 µ second] TSs. The TSs, shown in Fig. 2.6(a)
exhibit oscillations near fRO, that are themselves modulated at roughly fRO/2 indicating
a beating between two frequencies close to fRO. This is supported by the appearance in
Fig. 2.6 (b) of two dominant peaks in the RF spectra with frequencies f1 = 3.66 GHz

















































































































Figure 2.7: A 1 ns zoom-in on the dynamics in the different SH regime with η=0.517. (a)
shows the IAC(t) and VAC(t) TSs and (b) the corresponding RF spectra. (c) The optical
spectrum. The phase portrait is shown in (d) with short-duration TSs [1.5 ns] and (e) phase
portraits based on delayed intensity and (f) voltage for long-duration [25 µs] TSs.
GHz. The phase portrait using relatively short-duration TSs in Fig. 2.6 (d) emphasizes the
nature of the dynamics. The RF frequency [Fig. 2.6(b)], f1 = 3.66 GHz corresponds to
the green structure and f2 = 6.5 GHz corresponds to the blue structure. In Fig. 2.6(e),
the reconstructed phase portrait shows two clear open structures that repeat in succession
similarly to what is observed in the phase portrait obtained from I(t) and V (t) shown in
Fig. 2.6(f). [The two structures can be distinguished as the green and blue portions of the
phase portrait in Fig. 2.6 (d) and corresponding shaded regions of Fig. 2.6(a).] Nonetheless,
there are distinct differences between the two types of phase portraits.
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Figure 2.7 shows an example restricting our view to a different SH behavior for
η = 0.517. In Fig. 2.7 (a) a shorter timescale is shown (1 ns) compared with that used in
previous figures. The TSs appear roughly as sinusoidal modulated by an envelope at half
the dominant frequency of the sinusoid [more apparent in the TS for I(t)]. This is the sig-
nature of the PD regime. What is evident from the TSs is born out in the RF spectra in Fig.
2.7(b). Here we see a dominant peak at fRO and a cluster of peaks near fRO/2. Figures
2.7(d) and (e) show the corresponding phase portraits, for (d) short-duration TSs [0.4 ns]
and (e) long-duration [25 µs] TSs. Compared with what was seen in the SH regime at some-
what smaller η, far more time is spent on the blue trace and shaded region with (irregularly
shaped) features reminiscent of PD dynamics than on the green trace and shaded region
with features resembling behavior in the LC regime discussed above, in Fig. 7 (a) and (d).
The RF spectrum corresponding to Fig. 2.7(b) shows a dominant peak at fRO=10.16 GHz
while the TSs in stable PD have dominant peak at fRO + fτ = 10.56. A smoothed curve
connecting both regimes where the green (blue) curve is determined to be LC (PD). The
two trajectories are mapped on the phase portrait in Fig. 2.7(d) where the PD regime is
plotted in blue; and the LC trajectory is plotted in green. The diamonds (circles) are the
raw data from the TSs. Lastly, the corresponding phase portrait based on intensity vs. de-
layed intensity is shown in Fig. 2.7(e) and intensity vs. voltage is shown in Fig. 2.7(f). The
two types of phase portraits show overall similarity with differences in detail.
Period-doubled and intermittency
The PD regime for η = 0.52 to 0.64 is characterized by RF frequencies fRO = 10.16
GHz and fRO/2. We show here an example for η= 0.55, where we observe a PD regime
as plotted in Fig. 2.8, with the TSs in (a), the RF spectra in (b), the optical spectrum in
(c), and the phase portrait in (d). The main features are similar to those in Fig. 2.7. The
dominant RF frequencies in Fig. 2.8(b) are fRO+fτ =10.56 GHz and (fRO+fτ )/2=5.28










































































































Figure 2.8: The dynamics in the PD regime with η = 0.55. (a) IAC(t) and VAC(t) and
(b) corresponding RF spectra. (c) The optical spectrum and phase portrait based on (d)
intensity vs. delayed intensity (e) and intensity vs. voltage.
though the reconstructed [Fig. 2.8(d)] and the directly obtained phase portraits [Fig. 2.8(e)]
have similar overall shape as the phase portrait (green) in Fig. 2.7(d), the two TSs do not
have the same dominant RF frequencies. The transition of the dynamical behavior varies
from SH to PD involves the formation of a stable solution. The RF peak in SH is found
to be fτ + fRO and the trajectories are comprised of an LC and a PD, as the feedback
strength increases. As feedback is increased, we find the duration of PD increases, and the
trajectories become more dominant until PD takes over and the new solution is found to be
PD with RF peak at fRO.










































































































Figure 2.9: The dynamics in the intermittent regime with η=0.55. (a) IAC(t) and VAC(t)
and (b) corresponding RF spectra. (c) The optical spectrum and phase portrait based on (d)
intensity vs. delayed intensity (e) and intensity vs. voltage.
in Fig. 2.9 and the animation in the supplement material. This type of intermittency has
been investigated in Ref. [109], we can identify chaotic and PD along with other complex
dynamics shown in Figs. 2.9(a)-(e). The sequential order of the dynamics in this TS appear
to be random which can be found in the animation in the supplement material. We see
considerable broadening of the features compared with the PD phase portrait in Fig. 2.7.
The phase portrait exhibits an overall elliptical structure (LC-like behavior) together with
enhanced density in the upper right of the phase portrait associated with PD-like behavior,
with considerably more time spent on the PD-like phase (∼35 :1). A more detailed exam-
ination of the phase portrait over many shorter duration TSs bears out this interpretation.











































































































Figure 2.10: The dynamics in the CC regime with η = 0.75. (a) IAC(t) and VAC(t) and
(b) corresponding RF spectra. (c) The optical spectrum and phase portrait based on (d)
intensity vs. delayed intensity (e) and intensity vs. voltage.
As η is further increased above 0.64 the onset of chaos is reached. An example for
η = 0.75 is shown in Fig. 2.10. In this regime, the BDs of Fig. 2.2(a) and (b) are quite
broadened in the vertical direction indicating many maxima and minima in the respective
TSs as well as the participation of numerous ECMs [Fig. 2.2(c)]. The TSs [Fig. 2.10(a)]
become quite complex and involve a very broad range of RF frequencies [Fig. 2.10(b)].
Likewise, many ECMs participate in the dynamics [Fig. 2.10(c)]. Both phase portrait
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(The reconstructed phase portrait, [Fig. 2.10(d)], and the real phase portrait [Fig. 2.10(e)]),
consequently, has an undifferentiated broadened feature with a hint of elliptical structure
(reflecting the continues role of RO oscillations). Both voltage and intensity signals share
similar degree of complexity [10], however, the real phase portraits appears to be less
symmetric along the vertical direction (voltage signal).
The complex dynamics of ECSLs correspond to trajectories in phase space whose
qualitative nature undergoes pronounced changes as a control parameter (here η) is var-
ied. Until now, the overwhelming majority of experimental results have been obtained on
just one dynamical degree of freedom, viz. I(t). By simultaneously measuring I(t) and
V (t), however, we obtain new insight into the nonlinear dynamics of ECSLs based on two
degrees of freedom; in our case projecting phase space in the φ direction. The resulting
phase portraits can be used to track the trajectory’s motion between the various ECMs of
the ECSL. The importance of the ability to visualize the dynamics itself should not be un-
derestimated. As shown here, that ability enables us to attain insight into rather complex
dynamical regimes that would be otherwise difficult to understand.
2.4 Optoelectronic oscillator based on an ECSL setup
Microwave optoelectronic oscillators (OEO) have attracted attention due to the tun-
ability and stability of low-power laser diodes (LD) [110, 54]. OEOs enable tremendous
flexibility; the optical signal can be converted immediately to a microwave electrical signal
via a fast photodiode (PD) or can be transmitted over low-loss optical fiber to be converted
downstream to a microwave electrical signal, again by a PD.
There are several approaches to achieving OEOs. One common approach is to beat
two phase-locked optical waves [56, 57]; others are based on optical injection of a master
laser into a slave laser [111] or electro-optic modulators [55, 112].
While in some implementations, the optical signal is used to convey the microwave











Figure 2.11: Experimental setup. LD: laser diode, AMP: RF amplifier, OSC: oscilloscope,
BS: beam splitter, OI: optical isolator, PD: photodiode, P: polarizer, QWP: quarter-wave
plate, and OSA: optical spectrum analyzer.
the optical signal [time-dependent optical intensity I(t)] itself is of no intrinsic interest.
Instead, O/E conversion is carried out proximate to the optical generation by one or more
PDs. Nonetheless, in all cases of which we are aware, a PD separate from the LD is
required to generate the electrical signal. Eliminating the O/E conversion, therefore, would
be a simplification in a large class of OEO-based systems. Here, we demonstrate two
types of OEOs, the tunable X-band OEO and the chaotic OEO based on an external-cavity
semiconductor laser (ECSL) in which the microwave electrical signal is generated directly
by monitoring the voltage V (t) across the injection terminals of the LD under constant-
current J conditions
2.4.1 Chaotic Multi-GHz OEO
In this subsection, we demonstrate a chaotic multi-GHz OEO based on an ECSL with
direct chaotic microwave electrical generation. In other words, our approach entirely ob-
viates the use of a PD by directly monitoring the time-dependent voltage V (t) across the
injection terminals of the laser diode under constant-current J injection. We verify that the
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dynamics exhibited by V (t) is indeed chaotic and of comparable dynamical complexity as
that of I(t) by means of a largest-Lyapunov-exponent (LLE) analysis. The basis for our
observation is that for small signals, V (t) is proportional to the inversion N(t) in the gain
medium, as was pointed out in Refs. [43, 45, 113]. The dynamics of N(t) and I(t), in
turn, are closely linked, as is understood, for example, on the basis of the Lang-Kobayashi
equations [25]. Recently, an investigation of the voltage V (t) across the LD but focused
uniquely on its use, in conjunction with a phase measurement, to describe and understand























































Figure 2.12: (a) The optical (blue) and voltage time series (red) of a chaotic time series are
shown in the left panel with calibrated time delay. (b) The power spectrum of each time
series is shown on the right, the peaks are separated by fτ = 0.35 GHz.
As we further increase the feedback strength above η > 0.23, we enter region δ of
the BDs (Fig. 2.2), V (t) and I(t) reveal an apparently erratic behavior [Fig. 2.10] and the
corresponding spectra show considerable broadening [Fig. 2.17 (b)], as the 6 dB bandwidth
is approximately 4.56 GHz. The suspected chaotic behavior in region δ is confirmed by










The LLE has been computed using the standard tools provided by Kantz. et. al [114,
115, 116]. In Fig. 2.13, the value of LLE is plotted as a function of feedback strength for
both optical intensity and voltage. We obtain consistently a (strictly) positive and similar
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value of the LLE from the analysis of I or V in region CC, confirming the chaotic nature of
the dynamical behavior. Although further work must be carried out, these results indicate
that both I(t) and V (t) exhibit comparable chaotic characteristics. Moreover, we observe
an increase of the LLE with η, indicating tunability of chaos complexity in the proposed
OEO. Although not shown here, we have further confirmed the robustness of these obser-
vations by resolving BDs for various values of L (30, 42, and 70 cm) and J (50, 60, and 70
mA) which enables further tunability of the RF spectrum and chaos complexity. In region
δ, the bandwidth of V (t) where the ECSL is in coherence collapse (well developed chaos)
extends up to 8GHz.




















α β γ δ
Figure 2.13: The largest Lyapunov exponent is plotted as a function of increasing feedback
strength for both the optical intensity and voltage across the laser diode. The value is
negative or zero when we are in the CW (α), quasi-periodicity (β), and periodic (γ) regimes.
As we enter the coherence collapse regime (δ) the exponent becomes positive indicating
chaos.
2.4.2 Tunable X-band optoelectronic oscillators
Microwave signals are commonly used in communications, radar, and medical imag-
ing. High-frequency microwave waveforms are conventionally generated in the electrical
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domain using digital electronics and typically involve several stages of multipliers and am-
plifiers. This approach, however, may be inefficient at frequency ranges higher than a few
GHz. Another possibility is to generate microwave waveforms in the optical domain, to
take advantage of the broad bandwidth and low attenuation in the optical system.
Optoelectronic oscillators (OEO) have attracted attention due to the tunability and
stability of low-power LD [54, 110]. One common approach is to beat two phase-locked
optical waves [56, 57]; another is based on the optical injection of a master laser into a
slave laser [117] or electro-optic modulators [55, 118]. Optical generation of microwave
signals enables tremendous flexibility; the optical signal can be converted immediately to
a microwave electrical signal via a fast photodiode (PD) or it can be transmitted over low-
loss optical fiber systems to be converted downstream to an electrical microwave signal. In
the future, on-chip OEO miniaturization and integration may be pursued [54], leading to
compact and robust OEOs.
In this section, we demonstrate an OEO based on an external-cavity semiconductor
laser (ECSL) configuration. The OEO extracts the electrical microwave signal directly by
monitoring the voltage V (t) across the injection terminals of the LD under constant-current
J conditions. The periodic optical intensity I(t) may also be used for microwave generation
if so desired. Tunability across the entire X-band is achieved by varying J . In broad terms,
in a periodic regime in an ECSL, oscillations in I(t) and V (t) occur that are ∼ π out of
phase, i.e., one observes relaxation oscillations. As is well known, a small-signals analysis
shows that V (t) is proportional to the inversion N(t) in the LD active region [43, 45, 119].
In a periodic dynamical regime in an ECSL, oscillations in I(t) and V (t) occur that
are ∼ π/2 out of phase (though the true dynamics as predicted by the Lang-Kobayashi
equations [25] are somewhat different), i.e., one observes undamped relaxation oscillations
at frequency fRO. With the monotonic dependency of fRO on the injection current, the
tunability across the entire X-band is achieved by varying the injection current J . As is
well known, V (t) is directly related to the inversion N(t) in the LD active region [43, 45,
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113]. We find, for our LD, that the amplitude of the oscillations in V (t) is around 278
µV , the oscillation frequency is tunable from 6.79 to 11.48 GHz (the upper limit here is
due to the frequency cutoff of our oscilloscope). The oscillation frequency is created by a
Hopf bifurcation of an external-cavity mode. It has been shown that its frequency close to
the relaxation-oscillation frequency depends on the pumping current, J and the feedback
strength [101, 104, 120]. Typical values of the timing jitter are . 10 ps, and the quality
factor Q is & 2 × 105. The combination of wide tunability and low noise figures of merit



























































Figure 2.14: (a) V (t) (black) and the fitted sinusoid (red dotted line). (b) RF spectrum of
V (t) while the inset shows the spectrum on an expanded frequency scale (adjusted so that 0
kHz lies at line center (Q ≈ 3.5× 105). A Gaussian fit of the spectrum is represented with
a red dotted line. (c) Corresponding optical spectrum, where the frequency of the solitary
laser is set to zero. All data are acquired simultaneously with J = 70 mA, L = 68 cm, and
η = 0.19.
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ECL = 94 cm
(a) (b)
Figure 2.15: The measured frequencies (a) and amplitudes (b) of the periodic OEO as
functions of current at different external cavity lengths (L = 42 cm, 66 cm and 82 cm).
We now focus on the case when J = 70 mA, L = 66 cm (fτ = 0.22 GHz), where
relaxation-oscillation frequency fRO = 8.87 GHz, η = 0.13, and L = 68 cm. In addition,
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we heretofore concentrate on V (t). The time series for V (t) is shown in Fig. 2.14 (a).
The signal is seen to be highly periodic, though contains amplitude fluctuations and timing
jitter (see below for quantitative characterization). Fig. 2.14 (b) shows that the periodicity
is characterized by fRO = 8.87 GHz with weak sidebands separated by fτ . In Fig. 2.14(c),
we present the optical spectrum of I(t) and observe that one external cavity mode (ECM)
dominates. This is the 6th ECM mode to the right of the minimum linewidth mode [36,
37]. Its frequency is of 1.39 GHz on the optical-frequency scale of Fig. 3(c) corresponding
to an ECM at 1552.07 nm (193.33 THz).
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.16: The quality factor (a) and the timing jitter (b) of the periodic OEO as a function
of current at different external cavity lengths, L.
We have carried out similar measurements for J = 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 mA and
L = 42, 68, and 94 cm. Fig. 2.15 (a) shows the periodic frequency as a function of current
for the various parameters. We see that with ECSLs based on this single LD, tunability
between 6.79 to 11.48 GHz is accessible. As seen in Fig. 2.15 (b), we attain sub-millivolt
electrical signals. The power consumption is 0.23 W with J = 70 mA. We find that
the amplitude of the oscillations in V (t) are around 278 µV for our LD, the oscillation
frequency is tunable from 6.79 to 11.48 GHz (the upper limit due to the frequency cutoff
of our oscilloscope). Typical values of the timing jitter are∼ 0.13 ps, and the quality factor
Q is ∼ 3.4× 105. Note that this signal has been amplified, which may increase jitter.
To evaluate the performance of an optical system, it is very important to correctly
estimate the Q-factor and the timing jitter, σtj . The Q-factor is plotted in Fig. 2.16 (a) for
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System Fabry-Perot Bragg Grating Optical Filter Our System
Phase Noise (dBc/Hz) −92.8 −102 −120 −80 (estimated)
Tunability (GHz) 6.41− 10.85 3− 28 4.74− 38.38 6.79− 11.48
Table 2.2: A comparison of state of the art OEOs. All phase noise values are at 10 kHz
offset.
various parameters. On the other hand, timing jitter can characterize the spectral purity
of the microwave oscillations. Fig. 2.16 (b) shows the dependence of the timing jitter as
function of current for various external cavity lengths. We can determine the typical timing
jitter is at the order of 0.13 ps, which corresponds to σtj/Tc = 1.1× 10−3 of the periodic.
























Figure 2.17: The noise spectrum for amplitude (blue) and phase noises (black) with J =
90mA, L = 94 cm, and η = 0.19. The phase noise is determined to be −79.3 dBc/Hz at 10
kHz offset frequency by fitting with a Yao-Maleki model[55].
In Fig. 2.17, we plot the noise density spectrum for both amplitude and phase for
J = 90 mA, L = 94 cm, and η = 0.19. We determined the phase noise to be -86.3
dBc/Hz at 20 kHz offset frequency. Due to resolution limitations, we are unable to obtain
a direct measurement of the phase-noise spectral density at 10 kHz offset; however, we
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have fit our phase-noise spectrum to a Yao-Maleki model [55] and extrapolated the phase
noise to be −79.3 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz offset frequency. In addition, we confirmed that the
value is smaller than -80 dBc/Hz for all values of current and delay tested in this paper.
An estimated value of the phase noise spectral density at 10 kHz offset is found to be −80
dBc/Hz. The phase-noise performance of our OEO setup may be improved by choosing
the feedback time to be a multiple of the relaxation-oscillation time; in this way, one may
average out phase fluctuations [121, 122].
2.4.3 Improvement of X-band optoelectronic oscillators
We have demonstrated a multi-GHz OEO in the previous section; we attain periodic
electrical signals with a bandwidth extending from hundreds of MHz to at least 12 GHz
(the frequency cutoff of our measurement capability). The possibility of controlling chaos
in an external-cavity laser diode with impulsive delayed feedback through optoelectronic
conversion has been demonstrated [123, 124]. A electrical feedback configuration will
improve the performance of the periodic OEO waveform generation. It is noteworthy that
the well-tested Lang-Kobayashi model suggests significant spectral content may extend up
to a few tens of GHz.
The first stabilization technique was based on self-modulation of the system. A
diagram of the self-modulation system can be seen in the dashed box Fig. 1. Essentially,
a beam splitter was placed in the external cavity such that half the optical power could be
extracted and converted to electrical energy by a photodiode. The resulting electrical signal
was directly modulated across the terminal of the laser diode. A major advantage of the
OEO is the fact that, the only items needed are a laser, reflective surface, and a way to set
feedback strength. Thus a method to decrease phase jitter but, keep the system relatively
simple is desirable. Therefore, the second method attempted was achieved by setting the
fROF to be an integer multiple of fτ . This can be achieved by adjusting the delay time

















Figure 2.18: Illustration of two potential feedback schemes to optimize periodic OEO. (a)
Feedback control utilizes optoelectronic conversion with optoelectronic has demonstrated
chaos control. (b) A feedback control scheme using voltage signal provides electronic
feedback.
Un-stabilized Resonance Feedback
16.08 ps 1.38 ps 1.24 ps
Table 2.3: Timing jitter for the unstabilized OEO, the resonance locking based OEO, and
using self-feedback
other, we could achieve resonance locking in the system and lower phase jitter while not
increasing the number of components in the system.
A summary of the results can be seen in Table 2.4.3, there is an order of magnitude
reduction in phase jitter for both stabilization techniques. The self-modulation system,
gives a reduction in phase jitter to 1.24 ps. The modulation leads to an increase in coher-
ence, and therefore a reduction in jitter is observed, but it requires extraneous equipment,
including, a photodiode. Meanwhile, by tuning the length of the external cavity we see a
decrease to 1.38 ps, and the difference in phase jitter is evident from the comparison in Fig.









































































Figure 2.19: The time-series and RF spectrum of the OEO without stabilization, (a) and
(b). The time-series and RF spectrum of the OEO with resonance locking, (c) and (d). We
see a reduction in side-band noise in the RF spectrum which indicates a reduction in phase
jitter.
(d). We suspect the reduction in phase jitter for resonance locking is caused by averaging
out the phase jitter.
In conclusion, We have shown that the voltage V (t) across the LD allows for the ro-
bust generation of periodic, quasi-periodic, and chaotic oscillations, of various complexity,
that have similar characteristics to those obtained from the optical intensity. We demon-
strate a ECSL-based OEO that entirely circumvents the need for O/E conversion. The use
of an ECSL as a periodic OEO is tunable across the entire X-band, from 6.79 to 11.48 GHz.
Both the optical I(t) and electrical V (t) signal can be employed for microwave applica-
tions. The typical values of Q is 3.4 ×105. In addition, we have characterized the spectral
purity via the time jitter and have found timing jitter is 0.13 ps (in the range σ ≈ −0.79 to
0.88) and the σtj/Tper(J) = 1.1 × 10−3. Thus, the use of an ECSL as a chaotic OEO for
straightforward and inexpensive sources of high-dimensional chaos [50], is of interest for
applications such as chaos radar [51] and ultrahigh rate random-bit generation [8, 52, 9].
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Moreover, we demonstrated that by applying the Pyragas type feedback [3] can be reduced
unstable orbits. To be more specific, self-modulation of the system by setting the fROF
to be an integer multiple of fτ in the periodic OEO, we have demonstrated a magnitude
improvement of the timing jitter.
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CHAPTER 3
TIME-DELAYED FEEDBACK FOR A SINGLE PHOTON
In this chapter, we investigate the effect of the coherent quantum feedback loop shown in
Fig. 3.1. Detailed description of such system is presented in section 3.1, and the application
of coherent feedback, specifically, the effects of Pyragas type feedback is investigated in
section 3.2. We demonstrate the optical nonlinearity feature for different photon number
for state population in section 3.3. We discuss the stationary superposition states based on
the parity exchange of the QD and the MC photon state for one- and two- excitation states
in section 3.4. Lastly, we analyze the stability of the coherent quantum feedback in the
vicinity of the stationary states in section 3.5.
3.1 Model and Simulation
We describe the dynamics of a single photon emitter couples to an ideal mirror, i.e., the
derivation of the interaction Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) in the main text. The detailed process of
the interaction Hamiltonian is also given in derivation of quantum stochastic Schrödinger
equation N.L. Naumann et. al., [125], and by H. Pichler et. al., [95] recently.




Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic of a QD in a MC. (b) The QD-MC system coupled to a long EC
of length L in which a quasi-continuum of photon modes exist. τL is the delay time of the
coherent feedback.
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We consider an intrinsic QD coupled to a single mode of a high-Q micropillar cavity
[Fig. 3.1 (a)] and coupled to the EC modes shown in Fig. 3.1 (b). The QD is characterized
by interband-transition frequency, ω0. The QD interband transition is dipole coupled to a
single mode of the micropillar cavity with coupling strength, g, as in [67]. This approach
can yield strong coupling between the QD and the MC [97] and can generate high-purity,
indistinguishable single photons [67]. We place an ideal mirror with amplitude reflection
coefficient r= 1 a distance L= c0τL/2 from the micropillar, with c0 the speed of light in
vacuum and τL the feedback time. The conditions we choose are similar to the single QD
in a MC subjected to an external mirror in a recent paper [94]. For a mirror with |r|2 < 1,
the coherent feedback can be treated using an open quantum-system formalism, discussed
in a recent publication by Whalem [126].
The system Hamiltonian for the two-level system with quantum feedback is Hsys =
He +Hfield +Hint. We briefly discuss each term below:








(σ+σ− − σ−σ+) (3.1)
Here, ωc/v being the angular frequency in the excited state (conduction band) and ground
state (single vanence band), respectively. σ+(−) being the raising (lowering) operator of
the two-level QD system. A microcavity can be manufactured such that the single cavity
mode is match to the transition frequency, ωc − ωv = ωcv. We chose the zeroth energy to
be (ωc + ωv)/2 and obtained the He = ~ωcv2 (σ
+σ− − σ−σ+).
The field Hamiltonian describes two optical fields in the system, Hfield = Hfield, µ+
Hfield, EC . The single optical mode within the micropillar cavity is described by
Hfield, µ = ~ωµa†a (3.2)
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with a†(a) being the creation (annihilation) operator for the photon in the micropillar cavity,
ωµ being angular frequency for the single cavity mode and is designed to match the transi-
tion frequency of electronic state ωµ = ωcv. The external photon in the external cavity is
described by





Here, the bosonic operators bk(ω) destroy a photon of frequency ωk in the external cavity.
We used the free space dispersion relationship, ωk = c|k|, for the photons populate in the
external cavity. Among these states, we assume that only the states of optical modes with
angular frequencies near the transition frequency interact strongly with the microcavity
photon (ωk ≈ ωcv). As a result, we extend the integration limits to negative values up to
minus infinity.
We obtain following interaction Hamiltonian of single photon emitter with photon
population in the external cavity modes. The Hint is the interaction Hamiltonian describ-
ing both interaction of the QD and the microcavity photon and the dissipative interaction
between the micropillar cavity photon and external cavity photon [127, 93, 94]. For sys-














sin(kL) [128, 93] denotes the coupling element between the
microcavity photon and external cavity photon. The interaction between the microcavity
and the external cavity is described The propagating wave can be substitute by a standing
wave expression of the electric field at x = 0. For external cavity mode of wavenumber, k,
the sinusoidal term (sin(kL)) describes the wave-vector dependence due to the interference
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of the input-output electric field [89, 129, 128].
We discuss interaction Hamiltonian and state vector in the interaction picture, i.e.,
where and
∣∣Ψ(I)〉 = U †0(t) |Ψ〉 where U0(t) = exp(− iH0t~ ) where H0 = He + Hfield. In
order to investigate the (slower) dynamics of the internal states, we change into a rotat-
ing frame with transition frequency (ωc+ωv)
2
. The new Hamiltonian in the rotating-wave







U0(t). We derived the





= −g(σ−a† + σ+a)−
∫
dωk(G(k, t)a
†bk + h.c.) (3.5)




sin(kL) exp[i(ω0 − ωk)t], this term accounts for the coupling el-
ement in the rotating-wave approximation. We extend the integral limit of k to negative.
This expression describes the tunneling coupling element dependency for photon from the
micropillar cavity to the external cavity.
The dynamics of the system is described in the Schrödinger’s picture with time de-
pendent wavefunction. In the case of single excitation, the wavefunction is the superposi-
tion of 2 +Nk states, where Nk is the number of the external cavity photon states.
|ΨI(t)〉 = ce(t) |e, 0, 0〉+ cc(t) |g, 1, 0〉+
∫
ck(t) |g, 0, k〉 dk (3.6)
Here, in the first position in the kets, e (c) denotes QD in the excited (ground) state, in
the second position, 0 (1) denotes zero (one) microcavity photon, and in the third position,
k denotes one photon in external-cavity state with wave vector k. The state coefficients
ce, cc, and ck are the amplitudes for the QD excited state and no microcavity or external
cavity photons, the QD ground state and one microcavity photon and no external-cavity
photon, and the QD ground state and one external-cavity photon with wave vector k and no
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microcavity photons, respectively.
The EOMs of the state vector are obtained by using the Schrödinger’s Equation. The
interaction Hamiltonian, H(RWA)int , in Eq. (3.5) is applied to the wavefunction, |ΨI(t)〉, in




= iωg cc, (3.7)
∂cc
∂t
= iωg ce + i
∫ ∞
−∞
ck G(k, t) dk, (3.8)
∂ck
∂t
= iG∗(k, t) cc. (3.9)


























Figure 3.2: Probability of |cgk|2 to find the QD in the ground state and a photon in external-
cavity mode k for two cases in (a) strong coupling 4g/κ = 20 and (b) 4g/κ = 0.5.
In Fig. 3.2, we show the power spectrum of the EC photons and compare with the
case with no feedback. The peaks in the spectrum shows separation of ∆ω = 2π
τL
, similar
to the separation between stationary solutions, ECMs in a ECSL system.
The coupling to the external cavity (EC) modes can be reduced by integrating Eq.
3.9 formally and inserted into Eq. 3.8 (the above derivation can be found in appendix B).
The integration allows non-Markovian process in the following expression:
∂cc
∂t
= iωg ce(t)− κcg(t) + κcg(t− τL)Θ(t− τL)eiω0τL (3.10)
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Figure 3.3: Excited state density |ce(t)|2 (blue) of the two-level system and the photon
density |cg(t)|2 in the microcavity.
The decay and the subsequent oscillation after delayed time, τL indicate the physi-
cal processes of the delayed feedback contributes at multiple delay time. With the model
constructed from Eq. (3.7) ∼ (3.9), we are ready to study the coherent quantum feedback
mechanism. In the strong-coupling regime (g = 50 µeV, κ = 100 µeV, 4g/κ = 2 ), the
mirror is placed at Lω0 = π~c0/g. The state densities of the excited state |ce(t)|2 and the
state photon |cg(t)|2 in the microcavity are shown in Fig. 3.3. Coherent quantum feedback
induces oscillation patterns and is of agreement with [94].
3.2 Pyragas type feedback in single photon regime
Figure 3.4: (a) Dependence of the dispersion of perturbation on delay time and (b) the x-y
phase portraits of the Rossler system in the post-transient regime for some values of the
delay time. K = 0.2. [3]
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Pyragas time-delayed feedback is a control scheme designed to stabilize unsta-
ble periodic orbits, which occur naturally in many nonlinear dynamical systems. It has
been successfully implemented in a number of applications, including lasers and chem-
ical systems [3]. The classical effect is shown in Fig. 3.4. With coherent feedback,
the dynamic variable of the quantum system is the microcavity photon state cg(t), and
the Pyragas type feedback appears in the tunneling Hamiltonian element G(k, t) with
the factor sin(kL) and introduces a delayed-time τL = 2L/c0. We observe the non-
intrusive nature of Pyragas type feedback when τL is close to the periodic of oscillator,
i.e., the Rabi cycle of two level system, τRabi = 2π~/g. The effect of changing the de-
lay time (τL = 0.6 × τRabi, 0.8 × τRabi, τRabi) is shown in Fig. 3.5. Here, We define
Dg(t) = cg(t) − cg(t − τ) and De(t) = ce(t) − ce(t − τ) to characterize the difference of
the trajectories at time t and t−τ in the phase space. The deviation of the value < D2g(t) >
and < D2e(t) > is plotted in Fig. 3.5 (a) as a function of delay time, τL/τRabi. The trajec-
tories of ce(t) and cg(t) corresponding to different external cavity lengths L are compared
in Fig. 3.5 (b) and shown in color maps in (c). Each trajectory starts with an excited QD
state ce(0) = 1 and is plotted between 0 and 100× τRabi. With the delay time varying from
the period (Rabi cycle) of the two level system, the orbit of the oscillator varies with time
evolution L = 0.6× τRabi; and we can observe highly repeated orbits on the phase portraits
on the right column when the delay time from the external cavity match the Rabi cycle of
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Figure 3.5: (a) Dependence of the dispersion of the state variable, cg(t) (blue) and ce(t)
(green) on the delay time, τL. (b) The phase diagram of two state parameters, ce versus cg
with different delay time (τL = 0.6 τRabi, 0.8 τRabi, τRabi). (c) Three diagrams on the right
column represent the colormaps of the phase diagram at different delay time. (From top to
bottom delay time, τL = 0.6 τRabi, 0.8 τRabi, τRabi).
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3.3 Two-Excitation State with External Cavity
The QD is considered as a two-level system while the electromagnetic field is treated
with cQED [93]. The aim of this work is to characterize the complete quantum dynamics
of this system in the one and two-excitation subspace. We move on to two-excitation state
with the interaction Hamiltonian as in Eqn. (3.5). The two-excitation wavefunction is given
as a superposition of five possible states (excluding biexcitonic effects), For two-excitation
case:
|Ψ〉 = cec |e, 1, 0〉+
∫
cek |e, 0, k〉 dk + ccc |g, 2, 0〉+
∫
cck |g, 1, k〉 dk
+
∫ ∫
ckk′ |g, 0, {k, k′}〉 dkdk′. (3.11)
With the superposition of five possible states, the state coefficients are: cec stands for
QD in excited state and one microcavity photon and no external cavity photon; ccc stands
for two photons in the microcavity and the external cavity being in vacuum and the two-
level system as well as the radiation field in the waveguide being in the ground state; cck:
one microcavity photon and one external cavity photon with wave vector k; cek stands for
the excited state of the QD and one photon in the external cavity of mode k; ckk′: two
EC-photon state with wavevectors, k and k′, with the QD as well as microcavity being in
the ground state.
The two-excitation wavefunction is given as a superposition of five possible states
(excluding biexcitonic effects) in Eq. (7). Using the Schrödinger equation with the Hamil-
tonian in Eq. (4), i~ ∂
∂t
|Ψ〉 = Ĥ |Ψ〉, we obtain the amplitude equations of motion:
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: Time evolution of the composition of each state probability in the total probabil-
ity. ccc: the two microcavity-photon state; cec: QD in excited state; one microcavity photon
state;
∫
|cck|2dk: integral of all one microcavity photon and one EC-photon;
∫
|cek|2dk:
integral of all QD in excited state and one EC-photon;
∫ ∫


















= iωgcek + i
∫
ckk′G(k






This set of equations of motion are solved numerically given the initial condition in
which the QD is initially excited and there is one photon in the microcavity, i.e., cec(0) = 1
with all other coefficients initially 0.
Fig. 3.6 shows the composition of the squared amplitudes of each state in Eqn. (8)
for the initial conditions above. It shows that the state probabilities for one exciton, and one
microcavity state cec (light blue) exchanges most rapidly with one exciton and one external
cavity state cek two external cavity photon between 0 and 0.1τ , due to the other exchange
route, two microcavity state (ccc), shows less exchange due to coupling condition. After
reaching the peak at t = 0.07τ at 3.2 %, the two microcavity state, ccc decrease to zero
following the general exponential decay as described by Wigner-Weisskopf model in the
weak coupling limit. The state probabilities for single microcavity and EC photon,cck, is
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fed by exchanging excitation from the QD to photons, cek and photon tunneling of a single
photon from ckk′ (as ccc remains negligible probability).
3.4 Stationary States
For the one-excitation state, we find the stationary-state solutions. Next, we address the
stability of these states. In the vicinity of the stationary state, we derive the Jacobian of the
state amplitudes. We then perform a stability analysis by analyzing the eigenvalues of the
Jacobian matrix as a function of coupling strength and the damping rate. We determined
the stability by the dynamical analysis by numerically perturbing the stationary state which
agrees with the results obtained directly from the Jacobian of the state amplitudes. The
effects of time delay are also studied for various EC lengths L. Subsequently, we find a
stationary two-excitation state. We study the dynamics of the state amplitudes in the system
for states of various excitation numbers.
We find both one- and two-excitation states are of antisymmetric under exchange parity,
representing the MC/emitter and its mirrored-self being in a Dicke’s subradiant state [130]
aspointed out in Ref. [98, 99] in system with chiral feedback from a single V-level atom.
To be more specific, through the parity exchange, the singlet state would appear effectively
decoupled from the waveguide, being in a dark state which is subradiant, whereas the triplet
state is superradiant as it decay at a twice the cavity damping rate from the microcavity,
[98, 99]. The EOMs of each state vector are obtained with the input-output formalism in
the Schrödinger picture instead of in the Heisenberg picture as in Ref. [95]. Our choice
of performing the simulation in the state-vector based picture is to attain higher time-step
resolution of stable/unstable state evolution compare to typical simulation method in Matrix
Product State [131].
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Ψ̄I(t) = c̄e(t) |e, 0, 0〉+ c̄c(t) |g, 1, 0〉+
∫ ∞
−∞
c̄k(t) |g, 0, k〉 dk (3.17)
where each stationary state parameter being







The amplitudes are the stationary state is can be characterized by a single parameter








The stationary state is indicated in Fig. 3.7. The blue arrow shows the state of the QD at
a snapshot in time with the time evolution in the RWA shown by the orange arrows where
we choosing initial conditions c̄e(0) =αI , c̄c(0) =−αI , and c̄k(k, 0) = αIG0 sin(kL)ωk−ωg . In this
case, the EC photons are in a standing wave.
To give a heuristic view of the stationary state, the initial state amplitudes of EC photons
of wavenumber, c̄k(k, 0), is an even function with respect to the ωk = ω0 − ωg axis in Fig.




sin(kL) exp[i(ω0 − ωk)t] is an odd




, the EC is
decoupled from the MC photon and the QD. As this occurs, the QD and the MC photon
experience cavity-assisted interaction at the rate of ωg. When both states have the equal
state amplitudes, they preserve the state population over time. Note that this evolution also
satisfies the EOMs. In most situations, such as ce(0)=1, cc(0)=0, and ck(0)=0 for all k,
the states evolve following the EOMs and they shows periodic oscillations similar to a Rabi
oscillations after few τL, shown in [97]. In the different initial condition, the wavefunction
is no longer stationary since does not the amplitudes of each state varies, the probability












Figure 3.7: Representation of the one-excitation stationary state (a) c̄e(t), (b) c̄c(t), and (c)
c̄k(k, t). The blue arrows indicate the initial condition and the orange arrows indicates the
time evolution.
the populations are plotted in Fig. 3.8 (a), where evolution of |cc|2 for two initial states
ce(0) = 1, cc(0) = 0, and ck(0) = 0 and ¯cαI is plotted in green while the theoretical and
numerical results of the stationary state are plotted in the black and yellow dotted curves,
respectively.
The population of the EC photon can be analyzed by the power spectrum of the EC
field, it provides useful information given by the following expression as in the input-output














In addition, we find the stationary solution for two-excitation state in the system, i.e.,
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Figure 3.8: Time evolution of the various populations for various initial conditions. (a)
The evolution of QD initiate in the excited state (green); and by choosing different initial
condition, the expected stationary state of amplitude α2I (black) and the simulated stationary
state (yellow dotted curve). (b) The power spectrum of the EC photon in Eq. (9) while the
inset shows the amplitude ck associated with the EC photon at t = 0 (blue) with ck(t0) for
its real (green) and imaginary (red) part when t0 = 4τg as a function of k.
the stationary solution for two-excitation state is written
Ψ̄II = c̃ec |e, 1, 0〉+
∫
c̃ek |e, 0, k〉 dk + c̃cc |g, 2, 0〉+
∫
c̃ck |g, 1, k〉 dk
+
∫ ∫
c̃kk′ |g, 0, {k, k′}〉 dkdk′. (3.22)
where each stationary state parameter being
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ωk + ωk′ + ωg
ei(ωk+ωk′+ωg)t (3.27)
The state amplitudes are determined by a different parameter











From the solution of the stationary state for one excitation case (Eq. (6) ∼ (8) ) and
two-excitation case (Eq. (13) ∼ (17)), we expect there should be a stationary state solution
in higher excitation number state in a system consisted of QD, MC and couple to an EC,
while the biexciton and higher-exciton electric state are decoupled to the MC mode. That
is, in the case with l excitation state, the wavefunction is a superposition of 2l + 1 states.
These 2l+ 1 states are: for integer, m (l < m ≤ 0), m EC photon and two states (one with
excited QD and l−m−1 MC photon and one with QD being in ground state and l−mMC
photons); and one state with m EC photons when m = l. One can apply the Schrödinger’s
equation and obtain 2l + 1 EOMs (where it requires Nk EOMs to describe the interaction
of a MC photon with a EC photon). Without being able to give a rigorous proof, we can
apply the stationary constraint and normalization condition in order (expected) to obtain
stationary state in such condition. Predictively, in the expected l-excitation stationary
state, the amplitude parameter is αl = [2 + 2τLκ + . . . 2(τLκ)l−1 + (τLκ)l]−1/2. One also
anticipate the energy eigenvalue of the interaction Hamiltonian, Hint, being
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Table 3.1: Energy eigenvalues of stationary wavefunctions calculated in one- and two-
excitation state. We anticipate (without rigorous proof) the energy eigenvalue of the sta-
tionary state with l excitation number.
Eint =
~ωg[2 + 2τLκ+ . . . 2(τLκ)l−1]
2 + 2τLκ+ . . . 2(τLκ)l−1 + (τLκ)l
(3.29)
In addition, the energy eigenvalues are also calculated for different Hamiltonian in the
system listed in Table I.
3.5 Stability analysis
We study the dynamics in the vicinity of the stationary state. Classically, one typically
analyzes the stability of a laser system by studying the properties of its Jacobian matrix
[33]. The Jacobian is defined as the matrix of all first-order partial derivatives with respect




δci(t) = Jδδci(t) (3.30)
The eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix determine linear stability properties of the
equilibrium. The perturbed states along the i vector from the stationary state will evolve
according to δci(t) = δci(0)eλit where δci(t) is the small perturbation along the i vector
from the stationary state, c̄αI at t = 0. Given the eigenvalues, possible cases for the
steady state are are attractors, repellors, or saddle points corresponding to all negative, all
positive, or some positive and some negative eigenvalue, respectively. The dynamics can
be analyzed by the nature of the equilibrium state, in this case, the stationary state, Ψ̄(t).
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The interaction of the perturbed state amplitudes can be derived using linearized
EOMs near the stationary state, and the Jacobian matrix of rank (2+N) is derived following
the small-signal model, where N being the number of EC photon states, ck, used in the
simulation.
Next, we discuss the stability regarding applying a small perturbation onto the mag-
nitude of the stationary state. We start with small perturbation δci(t) similar to the proce-
dure well known as small-signal model in electronics and search for the Jacobian such that
∂
∂t
δci(t) = Jδδci(t). Hence, we start with the stationary state c̄ with an additional linear
term















To perform stability analysis with bifurcation theory, one can determine the Jacobian
J (∂x
∂t
= Jx) and calculate the eigenvalues correspond to the small variation along each





·eiθi(t) + i θi(t)
∂t
· | ¯cαI |eiθi(t) =
i θi(t)
∂t
· ¯cαI , i = e, c, and k), we have the Jacobian of the stationary state,
Jδ =

−iω0 iωg 0 0 ... 0
iωg −iω0 iG0 sin(k1L) iG0 sin(k2L) ... iG0 sin(kNL)
0 iG0 sin(k1L) −iωk1 0 ... 0
... iG0 sin(k2L) 0 −iωk2
. . . ...
...
...
... . . . . . . 0






−k̃0 k̃g 0 0 ... 0
k̃g −k̃0 α sin(k̃1) α sin(k̃2) ... α sin(k̃N)
0 α sin(k̃1) −k̃1 0 ... 0
... α sin(k̃2) 0 −k̃2
. . . ...
...
...
... . . . . . . 0






where α = G0L
c0




The eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix determine linear stability properties of the
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equilibrium. The perturbed states along the i vector from the stationary state will evolve
according to δci(t) = δci(0)eλit where δci(t) is the small perturbation along the i vector
from the stationary state, c̄αI at t = 0. Given the eigenvalues, possible cases for the
steady state are are attractors, repellors, or saddle points corresponding to all negative, all
positive, or some positive and some negative eigenvalue, respectively. The dynamics can
be analyzed by the nature of the equilibrium state, in this case, the stationary state, Ψ̄(t).
We proceed to find the eigenvalues, λ, of Jδ and discuss the properties of these
eigenvalues. One simple step is finding the set of equivalent eigenvalues λ̃ of J̃δ (λ =
i c0
L
λ̃), and proceed to stability analysis of the station state. To find the eigenvalues for such




is the total number of the sampled frequencies. The interaction of the perturbed
state amplitudes can be derived using linearized EOMs near the stationary state, and the
Jacobian matrix of rank (2 + N) is derived following the small-signal model, where N
being the number of EC photon states, ck, used in the simulation.
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det(J̃δ − λ̃× I(2+N)) =

−k̃0−λ̃ k̃g 0 0 ... 0
k̃g −k̃0−λ̃ α sin(k̃1) α sin(k̃2) ... α sin(k̃N)
0 α sin(k̃1) −k̃1−λ̃ 0 ... 0
... α sin(k̃2) 0 −k̃2−λ̃
. . . ...
...
...
... . . . . . . 0
0 α sin(k̃N) 0 ... 0 −k̃N−λ̃

= (−k̃0 − λ̃)det(

−k̃0−λ̃ α sin(k̃1) α sin(k̃2) ... α sin(k̃N)
α sin(k̃1) −k̃1−λ̃ 0 ... 0
α sin(k̃2) 0 −k̃2−λ̃
. . . ...
...
... . . . . . . 0
α sin(k̃N) 0 ... 0 −k̃N−λ̃
)− k̃g × det(

k̃g α sin(k̃1) α sin(k̃2) ... α sin(k̃N)
0 −k̃1−λ̃ 0 ... 0
0 0 −k̃2−λ̃
. . . ...
...
... . . . . . . 0
0 0 ... 0 −k̃N−λ̃
)
= (−k̃0 − λ̃)2det(

−k̃1−λ̃ 0 ... 0
0 −k̃2−λ̃
. . . ...
... . . . . . . 0
0 ... 0 −k̃N−λ̃
)− (−k̃0 − λ̃){α sin(k̃1)det(

α sin(k̃1) 0 ... 0
α sin(k̃2) −k̃2−λ̃
. . . ...
... . . . . . . 0








α sin(k̃1) −k̃1−λ̃ 0 ... 0
α sin(k̃2) 0 0
. . . ...
... 0 −k̃3−λ̃
. . . 0
...
... . . . . . . 0
α sin(k̃N) 0 ... 0 −k̃N−λ̃









−k̃1−λ̃ 0 ... 0
0 −k̃2−λ̃
. . . ...
... . . . . . . 0
0 ... 0 −k̃N−λ̃
)
(3.35)
By applying the triangular property and swapping property of the matrix, we found
the function of determinant on the basis of the matrix minor. it is easy to verify that the
function of determinant of J̃δ − λ̃× I(2+N) in Eq. (3.35) can be written as










From Eq. (3.36), we expect to find theN+2 solutions satisfying J̃δ−λ̃×I(2+N) = 0,
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where these solutions being the eigenvalues of the Jacobian, J̃δ. Among the solutions of
λ̃i, we have N real eigenvalues for λ̃i = −k̃i (λi = i cL λ̃i being purely imaginary). The last
two complex solutions, λ̃ = p + iq (p, q ∈ R), come from solving the equation in the first
bracket in Eq. (3.36) being zero.























































Figure 3.9: The comparison of the numerical summand in Eq. (3.36) and the analytical
expression in Eq. (3.30) as a function of p and q. The real part (a) and the imaginary part
(b) of the summand is used to compare with the real part (c) and the imaginary part (d) of
analytical result in Eq. (3.37).
We proceed to evaluate this function. The summand in Eq. (3.36) can be evaluated









{− sin(2p)e−2|q| + i[e−2|q| cos(2p)− 1] sgn(q)} (3.37)
where sgn is the sign function: sgn(q) = q|q| . The summand is a complex function of p
and q, the real part and the imaginary part are evaluated numerically as a function of p and
q shown in Fig. 3.9 (a) and (b), respectively. The analytical expression in Eq. (3.37) is
plotted in Fig. 3.9 to verify Eq. (3.37), we show the real part and the imaginary part of in
Fig. 3.9 (c) and (d), respectively.
We insert Eq. (3.37) into Eq. (3.36) and solve for both real and imaginary part of













2 − q2 − k̃2g +
κτL
2
{(k̃0 + p) sin(2p)e−2|q| + q [e−2|q| cos(2p)− 1]sgn(q)} = 0
(3.38)
Imaginary :
2(k̃0 + p) q −
κτL
2
{(k̃0 + p)[e−2|q| cos(2p)− 1]sgn(q)− q sin(2p)e−2|q|} = 0
(3.39)
We plot the solutions of the above equation on a p − q place shown in Fig. 3.10,
where the solution of the real part (Eq. 3.38) are shown in the first column and the so-
lutions of the imaginary part (Eq. 3.39) in the second column. From top to bottom, the





). The solutions of the intersection, are the eigenvalues of the perturbed
system, are shown in Fig. 3.11.
In the above-mentioned scenarios, we find the eigenvalues being purely imaginary.
Imaginary eigenvalues indicate oscillatory dynamics upon perturbation about the stationary
state, i.e., this indicates stability of periodic trajectories. Notably, since the perturbation on
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Figure 3.10: The eigenvalues λ̃ = p + iq are plotted on the p-q plane for different ratio of
R = 4κ
g
, where κ and g are the cavity damping rate, and the coupling strength, respectively.
The horizontal p axis is offset by −k̃0
the stationary state evolves following the relationship δcc(t) = δcc(0) exp(λ)t, we expect
to observe oscillation in both probability (the MC photon state and the excited QD state)
oscillates |cc(t)|2 = α2I+αIδcc(0) cosωosct+|δcc(0)|
2, where the only oscillating frequency
appear in the second term as ωosc = ωg + ω0 + λ. By solving the analytical expression of
eigenvalues, we find the frequency ωosc is a function of experimental parameters, κ, ωg,
and time delay τL (or the feedback phase of the reflected photon ∆φ). We start with the
analysis of eigenvalues with different feedback phase.
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Constructive interference: ∆φ = 0. The external-cavity round-trip distance is a half-
multiple of the photon wavelength, 2L= (m + 1/2)Λ0. The reflected photon is assumed
to undergo π phase change from an ideal mirror (rr∗ = 1, where r being the complex
reflection coefficient). As a result, we find the excessive solutions for eigenvalues appears.
In the following discussion, we introduce a value, R̄(n,∆φ), indicates the ratio of R where
excessive solutions appears, where n being the ratio of EC round-trip time τL and τg, and
∆φ being the feedback phase. The R̄(n,∆φ) value is indicated by the red-dotted line in
Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.14. In the case of constructive interference, we find six (four excessive)
solutions at R̄(1, 0) = 0.156, indicating a possible bifurcating point in the strong-coupling
regime. In addition, the frequency separation between the excessive solutions at weak
coupling regime e.g. R=64, are δfosc = 1/(2τL). The expected oscillation frequency as a
function of R is shown in Fig. 3.11 (a).
























































































Figure 3.11: The oscillating frequency ωosc of the probability |cc(t)|2 as function of the R
for different feedback phase.
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Destructive interference: ∆φ = π. The external-cavity round-trip distance is multiple
integer of the photon wavelength, 2L=mΛ0. The reflected photon interferes destructively
with the emitting photon. We plot the expected oscillating frequency as a function of value
R in Fig. 3.11(b). The excessive solutions appear at R̄(1, π)=0.62. The excessive solution
indicate the probability |cc|2 will oscillate at higher frequencies 2.7 × ωg. Note that the
excessive solutions appear pairwise and the difference approaches δfosc = 1/(2τL).
Partial interference: ∆φ 6= 0 6= π. in this case, the reflected photon partially interferes
with the emitted photon. The oscillation frequency of the MC photon state probability, ωosc
depends also on the phase difference of the reflected photon. We plot the MC oscillation
frequencies ωosc ∆φ=π/2 and 3π/2 in Fig. 3.14 (c) and (d), respectively. Notice the slight
decrease of ωosc for ∆φ = π/2 and the opposite effect for ∆φ = 3π/2.
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R = 8 R = 8
Figure 3.12: The evolution of probability, |ce(t)|2 and |cc(t)|2, of perturbed states with
various values of R.
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We present numerical simulations of the dynamics in the vicinity of the candidate
stable state to confirm the foregoing stability analysis. Here, we perturb the stationary state
with small signals and track the dynamics of the probabilities. The dynamics are tracked
upon adding perturbations δc,i to ce and cc with respect to the stationary state Ψ̄(t) in Eq.
(3.18) ∼ (3.20). We perturb the MC photon state amplitudes at t=0 c̄c(0) in the vicinity of
our candidate stable state.
The amplitude differences are δcc = [± 0.01,± 0.02]αI while the amplitude of QD
state ce(0) is perturbed such that |c̄e + δce|2 + |c̄c + δcc|2 = |c̄e|2 + |c̄c|2. The effect on the
stability is demonstrated by plotting the probability at two values of R (R=0.5 and R=8).
The probabilities of the excited QD state, |ce(t)|2 are plotted in Fig. 3.12(a1) and (b1) and
MC photon state |cc(t)|2 in Fig. 3.12(a2) and (b2) for R = 0.5, and 8, respectively. The
phase difference for both cases in Fig. 3.12 is ∆φ=0.
In Fig. 3.12, the perturbed portion of the probability (from the stationary state prob-
ability) evolve in a damped oscillation between t = 0 to τL with damping rate 2κ. After
the time delay, both probabilities, |ce|2 and |cg| start to oscillate. The probabilities of both
ce and cc states at lower R = 0.5 oscillate periodically at frequency 2ωg as shown in Fig.
3.12(a1) and (a2). By comparison, the dynamics of both probabilities at R= 8 show less
consistent oscillation, indicating richer dynamics involving multiple frequencies.
We next explore the stability dependence on the EC length L. We find the stationary
states only exists when time delay is an integer multiple of τg = 2π/ωg. Here, we study
the oscillating frequency of the probabilities ωosc with τL = n2π/ωg (n = 1, 2, 3, and 4)
where ∆φ=0. We plot the solutions of the above equation on a p− q place shown in Fig.
3.15, where the solution of the real part (Eq. 3.38) are shown in the first column and the
solutions of the imaginary part (Eq. 3.39) in the second column. From top to bottom, the
solution for Eq. 3.38 and 3.39 are plotted for delayed time (from top to bottom, n =1, 2, 3,
and 4). The solutions of the intersection, are the eigenvalues of the perturbed system, are
shown in Fig. 3.14.
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Figure 3.13: The solution satisfying Eq. (C6) and (C7) where the solution are eigenvalues
λ̃ = p + iq are plotted on the p-q plane for different delayed time, τL for fixed ratio of
R = 4κ
g
= 8. The horizontal p axis is offset by −k̃0
We find the ratio R̄, where the excessive solutions occurs decreases as EC increases
shown by various dotted red line in Fig. 3.14. That is, R̄(1, 0) = 0.15, R̄(2, 0) = 0.08,
R̄(3, 0) = 0.053, and R̄(4, 0) = 0.039. The frequency difference between the excessive
solution of ωosc scales linearly with n as one expected from the LK model.
We present numerical simulations of the dynamics in the vicinity of the candidate
stable state to confirm the foregoing stability analysis on the delayed time. Here, we perturb
the stationary state with small signals and track the dynamics of the probabilities. The dy-
namics are tracked upon adding perturbations δc,i to ce and cc with respect to the stationary
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Figure 3.14: The oscillating frequency ωosc of the probability |cc(t)|2 as function of the
multiple of τg.
state Ψ̄(t) in Eq. (3.18) ∼ (3.20). We perturb the MC photon state amplitudes at t=0 c̄c(0)
in the vicinity of our candidate stable state with changing the delayed time τL = τg, 2τg, 3τg
and 4τg (n = 1, 2, 3 and 4) atR = 16 (log2(R) = 4). The peaks at frequency of each ωosc/n
indicate the consistency of our prediction.
In conclusion, we find a stationary solution where the state probabilities are con-
served for a system consisted of a single photon emitter coupled to a EC. Specifically, we
give the analytical expression for the stationary solution for such system in one- and two-
excitation state. We focus on the case with one excitation and find it is stable by perform-
ing stability analysis on the Jacobian of state amplitudes. The stable solutions, obtaining
from the eigenvalues of Jocobian, indicate excessive solutions with experimental parame-
ters such as cavity damping rate, the cavity coupling strength, the feedback phase, and the
external cavity length. A numerical simulation is used to verify this results, showing inter-
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Figure 3.15: The power spectrum of the probability of cc(t) with different delayed time,
τL = τg, 2τg, 3τg and 4τg at R = 16 (ln2(R) = 4).
esting dynamics appear in the vicinity of the stationary states. In addition, we calculated the
energy eigenvalues (of stationary one- and two- excitation states) analytically and extend
our calculation for the stationary state solution to arbitrary integer excitation number. We
expect the finding serve as the bridge between classical model and quantum model dealing




This thesis focuses on the effects of time-delayed feedback on solid-state photonic de-
vices. For a laser diode with time-delayed feedback, an external cavity semiconductor
laser (ECSL) setup is built. The experimental ECSL setup serves as test-bed for theoretical
models; namely, the delay embedding and Pyragas-type feedback are verified in this study.
The non-linear effects generated in a ECSL setup provide many potential applications,
such as optoelectronic oscillator and random number generation. Given the success of the
time-delayed feedback on ECSL, the effects are investigated in the quantum optics regime.
Particularly, this thesis investigates the time-delayed feedback in the few-photon regime,
and focuses on the Pyragas-type feedback and the stability analysis of finite delayed time.
For an ECSL setup, we investigated the dynamics of ECSL by directly extracting
two parameters, voltage vs. intensity, of an ECSL. In the work presented here, we observed
a quasi-periodic route to chaos interrupted by two types of limit cycles, viz. a simple-
harmonic regime and a coexisting periodic-doubling before entering the edge of coherence
collapse. Given the rich dynamical behaviors exhibit in both signals, the experimental
phase portraits are drown by projecting the trajectories in the parameter space and phase
portraits of rich dynamics are hence shown to compare with the reconstructed attractors
by embedded-delay. We compare them with theoretical prediction of reconstructed phase
portraits based on optical intensity vs. delayed intensity. This comparison of experimental
phase portraits and reconstructed phase portraits reveals good qualitative agreement, thus
validating the dynamics extracted from the voltage measurements. Indeed, a delayed phase
space may share some invariant properties with the actual one (e.g. dimension of attractor,
Lyapunov exponents); however, as our results rely on two degrees of freedom, they show
promise to more thoroughly test the LK model than can be provided by a single dynamical
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variable [46, 102].
In view of the complex dynamics of the ECSL, we have shown by using V (t) (upon
which we concentrate here) directly, we can entirely eliminate the need for O/E conver-
sion, which is of interest for some applications. The voltage V (t) across the LD allows for
the robust generation of periodic, quasi-periodic, and chaotic oscillations, of various com-
plexities, that have similar characteristics to those obtained from the optical intensity. We
demonstrate an ECSL-based OEO that entirely circumvents the need for O/E conversion.
The use of an ECSL as a periodic OEO is tunable across the entire X-band, from 6.79 to
11.48 GHz. Both the optical I(t) and electrical V (t) signal can be employed for microwave
applications. The typical value of Q is 3.4 ×105. In addition, we have characterized both
amplitude and timing jitters, the amplitude jitters,σamp, ranges from 0.40 mV to 0.92 mV.
We have also characterized the spectral purity via the time jitter is 0.13 ps (in the range σ ≈
-0.79 to 0.88) and the σtj/Tper(J) = 1.1×10−3. In an different dynamical regime, namely,
the coherence collapse, we implemented an ECSL as a chaotic OEO. The chaotic OEOs
based on ECSL setup is a potential candidate for straightforward and inexpensive sources
of high-dimensional chaos [50], the simple setup is of interest for applications such as
chaos radar [51] and ultrahigh rate random-bit generation [8, 52, 9]. In the other dynami-
cal regime, we have demonstrated the use of an ECSL as a novel OEO tunable across the
entire X-band, from 6.79 to 11.48 GHz. Both the optical I(t) and electrical V (t) signal
can be employed for microwave applications. Specifically, V (t) is obtained by monitoring
the voltage across the LD injection terminals under constant-current operation. The quality
factor Q is greater than 2× 105.
Alternatively, a Pyragas-like feedback can be applied to control unwanted chaos and
stabilize unstable orbits [3]. This type of feedback is achieved by applying a continuous
feedback term which is proportional to the difference of signal at t and t − τ to the sys-
tem. We demonstrated that by applying the Pyragas type feedback [3], we can be reduced
unstable orbits, i.e., as a novel method in improving the performance of periodic OEO. To
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be more specific, we utilize self-modulation of the system by setting the fROF to be an
integer multiple of fτ in the periodic OEO and, as a result, demonstrate a magnitude re-
duction of the timing jitter. Such feedback scheme can also be implemented by modulating
the injection current I(t) with optoelectronic feedback as shown in [133] or with impul-
sive delayed feedback [134]. The combination of tunability and low phase-noise figures of
merit indicates that the OEOs based on ECSLs may be competitive with the state of the art.
Future efforts will be geared towards stabilizing the device and determining the intrinsic
performance before amplification.
Turning to quantum systems such as single photon emitters, the optical feedback can
be achieved with few photons at delayed time, τL from an external mirror. The coherent
feedback, as described in this thesis, holds a close similarity as an ECSL setup. As a result,
one might expect nonlinear behavior in the number of photons. Indeed, the nonlinearity
involving of states with a small number of photons (∼ 100 photons has been observed ex-
perimentally [85, 86]. These effects cannot be described with a classical electromagnetic
field, i.e., the scaling of the behavior with photon number cannot be accounted for by the
corresponding optical intensity. In this thesis, a fully quantum mechanical treatment of
such time-delayed systems, including the electromagnetic field has been investigated. The
complete study is essential to understand the dynamics of single-photon emitters with co-
herent time-delayed feedback. In the future, the wavefunction approach of coherent quan-
tum feedback takes account of the few-excitation state could provide further investigation
on the nonlinearity effects of few photons.
The time parameter that originates from coherent exchange of the photonic and
atomic excitations dominates the interaction of the internal state of a single photon emit-
ter. The interplay of two time parameters, atom-photon transition time, τg and τL, shows
interesting dynamics of probability of different states. In this thesis, we demonstrated the
Pyragas-type effect appears in quantum optics regime where stabilization of unstable orbits
occurs while the delayed time is tuned to multiple integer of atom-photon transition time,
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τg. Recently, because the recent interest in stationary states in chiral quantum optics with
atomic mirror [98] and V-level atoms [99], this thesis studies the stability of the stationary
states with single and two excitation states. Particularly, the stability analysis on the state
amplitudes focus on the stability in the vicinity of the stationary states. In addition, we
find a stationary solution where the state probabilities are conserved for a system consisted
of a single photon emitter coupled to a EC. Specifically, we give the analytical expression
for the stationary solution for such system in one- and two-excitation state. We focus on
the case with one excitation and find it is stable by performing stability analysis on the
Jacobian of state amplitudes. The stable solutions, obtaining from the eigenvalues of Jo-
cobian, indicate excessive solutions with experimental parameters such as cavity damping
rate, the cavity coupling strength, the feedback phase, and the external cavity length. A
numerical simulation is used to verify this results, showing interesting dynamics appear in
the vicinity of the stationary states. In addition, we calculated the energy eigenvalues (of
stationary one- and two- excitation states) analytically and extend our calculation for the
stationary state solution to arbitrary integer excitation number. We expect the finding serve
as the bridge between classical model and quantum model dealing with photonic structure






A schematic of our ECSL setup is shown in Fig. A.1. For our experiments, we employ a
single longitudinal-mode edge-emitting InGaAsP distributed feedback (DFB) LD contain-
ing seven quantum wells in the active region [10]. The grating is designed and fabricated
to achieve a k product of 50 cm−1 and the length l of the LD cavity is 600 µm, achieving a
kl value of 3. The LD is that of Ref. [100]. The LD emits at 1550 nm with a free-running






















Figure A.1: Experimental setup. OSC: oscilloscope, AMP: radio-frequency (RF) amplifier,
OSA: optical spectrum analyzer, BS: beam splitter, P: polarizer, QWP: quarter-wave plate.
During the experiment, the OSA continuously measures the optical spectrum for
each η. V (t) is measured across the LD injection terminals utilizing a radio-frequency
(RF) probe (Cascade Microtech AE-ACP40-GSG-400) with 40-GHz bandwidth. The DC
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and AC components of V (t) = VDC + VAC(t) are separated with a bias tee (Keysight
11612A). The AC component, VAC(t), is amplified (AMP) with an 30-dB amplifier (Mi-
crosemi UA030VM) with 30 GHz bandwidth in real-time. In addition, the AC components
IAC(t) [of I(t) = IDC + IAC(t)] and VAC(t) are simultaneously recorded on a real-time
oscilloscope (OSC) (Agilent DSO80804B) with 12 GHz cut-off frequency. The AC signals
are small compared with the DC signals leading to the approximate proportionality of these
signals to the dynamical relevant degrees of freedom E(t) and n(t) [43].
To tune η, the relative angle between the polarizer (P) and quarter-wave plate (QWP)
in Fig. 1 is adjusted in 0.05◦ increments (η=1 corresponds to ∼15 % of the optical power
coupled back onto the collimating lens). We intentionally reduce the feedback coupling
(estimated one-third of the feedback power arrives at the active region of the LD compared
to our previous work [10, 11]). This is done by reducing the overlap of the optical mode of
the feedback field into the active region of the LD in order to extract a clear BD.
All the synchronization processes are done in CW in the CW regime. We estab-
lished a temperature controlled environment and we assume the time delays are constant
throughout the experiment. The first process is to estimate the optical path and measure
the transmission delay in each electrical component (electrical cable, connectors, RF am-
plifiers). The synchronization is to calculate the time difference between two signals. We
estimate the delay time from the free space optical path, i, and measure the transmission
delay, v, in each electrical component (electrical cable, connectors, RF amplifiers) with
oscilloscope, (except for the delay in the RF probe, which is given by Cascade Microtech
to be 32 picoseconds). Second, we apply an external modulation to the laser diode; this
allowed us to calculate the time from the tot = i + v, by subtracting tot from two times of
time delay we measured in the first step, we obtained the time delay. Lastly, we extracted
30 consecutive time series of both signals and calculated the ACF of two sets of signals
while moving the linear positioner (in the same direction of the optical path) underneath
the fiber coupler by 0.25 mm. We considered the optimal condition for two signals are fully
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synchronized when the intensity signal leads the voltage signal by π/2 [101]
Noted that the precision of the second step is 25 picoseconds (the sampling time of
the oscilloscope) and the last step improves the precision to 0.8 picosecond. We conclude
that the precision from both steps are much faster than the relaxation oscillation frequency
( 10 GHz) at the operating current and other time parameters in ECL, hence should be
considered adequately in capturing the phase portrait of intensity and voltage signals.
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APPENDIX B
NON-MARKOVIAN AND MARKOVIAN EOM KERNAL







′) = cck(t)− cck(0) = cck(t) (B.2)















Multiply this expression by G(k, t) and integrate over k (from −∞ to∞),
∫







dk G(k, t)G∗(k, t′). (B.5)
Our task is to evaluate R. To do so, we require the explicit expression for G(k, t) given in
Ref. [94]. One finds
R =
∫
dk G(k, t)G∗(k, t′)
=G20
∫






dk sin2 kL eiωk(t
′−t). (B.6)
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Now, ωk = c0k and












































=− κe−iω0(t′−t) {δ(t′ − t+ τ) + δ(t′ − t− τ)− 2δ(t′ − t)} . (B.8)
Therefore we have
∫













We have used κ = πG20/(2c0). The term with δ(t
′ − t− τ) does not contribute, as it is out
of the range of the t′ integral and the factor of 1/2 in the last term is due to the fact that the
corresponding δ function is at one of the limits of integration t′ = t. Inserting the previous
expression into Eq. (4) gives
ċc(t) =iγce(t) + i
∫
dk G(k, t)cck(t)
=iγce(t)− κcc(t) + κeiω0τcc(t− τ). (B.11)
Recalling the initial condition that the external cavity is empty of photons for t ≤ 0, we
have the Markovian equation of motion in Eq. (3.10).




C.1 single-excitation stationary state
The stationary state satisfying Eqs. (3.7) ∼ (3.9) and ∂|ci|
∂t
= 0. In order to find the
solution for single excitation case, we replace the states in the phasor expression (ci =
|ci(t)| eiθi(t)) and obtain new EOMs (∂ci∂t =
|∂ci|
∂t
· eiθi(t) + i θi(t)
∂t
· |ci| eiθi(t), i = e, c, and













· |cc| eiθc(t) = iωg |ce| eiθe(t) + iG0eiω0t
∫






· |ck(k)| eiθk(t) = iG0eiθc(t)−iωgt |cc| sin(kL)eiωkt (C3)
From Eq. (C1), we obtain θe(t) =
|cc|
|ce|ωgt + φ where φ = θe(t)− θc(t). Taking this
relationship to Eq. (C2) and we have a simple solution |cc| = |ce|. These two conditions
combine with Eq. (C3) yield θk(t) = (ωg−ω0+ωk) t and |ck(k)| = G0 |cc| sin(kL)ωg−ω0+ωk . Next,
the normalization constant, αI , single excitation case can be found from the normalization
condition




= α2I [ 2 +
G20Lπ
c20
] = α2I [ 2 + κτL ] (C4)
such that αI = (2 + κτL)−1.
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C.2 Two-excitation stationary state
In the two-excitation state, the dipole-dipole interaction lowers energy of biexciton state
(|{e, e}, 0, 0〉) from 2ωcv by the binding energy. As a result, the optical field defined by
the micropillar cavity suppresses the population in the biexciton state. The wavefunction
of two-excitation case is hence the superposition of two states with additional three sets of
state dealing with the external cavity photons. The wavefunction is written as
|ΨII(t)〉 = cec(t) |e, 1, 0〉+ ccc(t) |g, 2, 0〉
+
∫
cek(t) |e, 0, k〉 dk +
∫
cck(t) |g, 1, k〉 dk
+
∫ ∫
ckk′(t) |g, 0, {k, k′}〉 dkdk′ (C5)
Where the state coefficients are: cec stands for QD in excited state and one microcavity
photon and no external cavity photon; ccc stands for two photons in the microcavity and
the external cavity being in vacuum and the two-level system as well as the radiation field
in the waveguide being in the ground state; cck: one microcavity photon and one external
cavity photon with wave vector k; cek stands for the excited state of the QD and one photon
in the external cavity of mode k; ckk′: two EC-photon state with wavevectors, k and k′,
with the QD as well as microcavity being in the ground state.
Next, we derive the EOMs in the two excitation limit by substituting the interaction
Hamiltonian, Hint,RWA in Eq. (3) and the two-excitation wavefunction Eq. (7). The EOMs





























∗(k, t) + icckG
∗(k′, t). (C10)
Following the same argument described in single excitation state. We looks for the
stationary state solution satisfing Eq. (C2)∼ (C10). The solution for the phase function for
each state can be found from the same argument in section B; one finds the θec = θcc = ωgt
and θek = θck = (ωk − ω0 + ωg)t and lastly, θkk′ = (ωk + ωk′ − 2ω0 + ωg)t.
The magnitudes for each state can be solved using the following equations Eq. (C7)

















































|ckk′ | sin(k′L)ei(θkk′−ωk′ t)dk′ (C14)
∂θkk′
∂t
= G0 |cck| eiωgt
sin(k′L)
|ckk′ |






We have |cec| = |ccc|; |cek| = |cck| = G0|cec| sin(kL)ωk−ω0 for all k; and
|ckk′| = G0|cck|
sin(kL)





ωk + ωk′ − 2ω0 + ωg
(C.1)
We define a new parameter,αII , in two-excitation space |cec| = |ccc| = αII . It can
be solved by normalization condition








































































= κ2τ 2L. (C17)
Where k̄ = kL, k̄′ = k′L and k̄g =
ωgL
c
. Finally, we find a different parameter, αII ,












C.3 Time step discretization
The numerical simulation was performed using discrete time step ∆t much smaller than
the other time scales associate to the system.
∆t  ω−1g , κ−1 (C18)
On the other hand, the frequency resolution, ∆f , and the frequency ranges, Rf , are
determined by the required limits of discrete Fourier transform. In all simulation cases





, and Rf = ∆t2π . Where the length of the time, (in our case, t0 = 4τg) and the
time step, ∆t = 10−5 × 2π/ωg.
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